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The best and worst of winter 
Why we get colds, how garlic helps prevent wintertime ailments and 
a few words about winter's hottest meal- soup. 
5«pa~8 
Back to the Vitamin Bible 
A reference guide to vitamins, minerals, amino acids, food 
supplements, proteins, fats - even how to keep your pel healthy, 
5«pa~9 
Bouncing with the tube 
Televisions make weird exercise partners. But then you can't say, 
"Bite it, Jane," to the instructor at the health club. 
5«pa~10 
o 
Greater Portland's news and arts weekly 
JANUARY 11, 1990 FIE 
Art that's in good taste? 
Or art that tastes good? 
IN THE 
STREET 
By Leslie Morison 
Two Congress Street landlords 
have thrown controversial window 
displays about homelessness into the 
street, sending the artists who cre-
ated them shuffling for storefronts 
in hopes of finding new homes for 
their art. The landlords claim they 
were mislead about the project; the 
artists claim they've been censored; 
and the homeless are still on the 
streets. 
Under the project name "Artists 
for the Homeless," 20 storefront 
displays were created by members of 
the Union of Maine Visual Artists 
(UMV A) for display during New 
Year's/Portland. Organizer Natasha 
Mayers said she selected homeless-
ness as a theme because she thought 
it was a "non-controversial" issue. 
But by the end of the first week 
of the new year, more Portlanders 
had read about the controversy than 
had seen the art. 
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2 OIsco &y Wukly 
Pea~ join us Ilo!l VIe 
Vle1com: Marlene Johnson 
to our &elf. 
for first. tim: cu&om:ra 
VIe have an introductory 
offer to brighten your 
NeVI Year. 
NOW AVAILABLE 
Experience a hair cut and atyle Vlith o!lC8lp rt5 Moulder !lItlo!lo!le8e 
or 
Treat your~lf to our neVI facla.1 M~ &rvice 
Intrcx:1uctory Offer 
• ~2'\"r • • ~. dl .~.., ... ~'!-~L .. •••••. II. ..1 , •.... , .......... ,.,... .t., ....... "." • ........ ~...... . .. ............. -" " ............ ".... . .. " .............. . .... ..~ ..• , ~ .. ~.:: .... : ...... . 
... ,,;,e~ •• , .... ,....... , .. "~.: ••• ::": ..... :. 
.11.. 11 11 •• ,11 II,. • , ••• ". ,.,.... ·'.".nlO •• , .... " 
...... 10 ................ Co\ •• •••• u VII ..... .. 
Only $10.00 (a $'}[).oo value) 
fo-:rr~:==:~~g':::::::;:::"::;'~==~CaI~1 ~for an appointm:nt ~ ~ /-- 871-1780 
::!::: •• ::::::: ~ :::: ..... :::,::::" 
~~'~ ~TH~T! (Q) ~~~Tn ;~:~~~~ ....... ". ........... .. ................... . :......... ..... ...... ::~ ...... .. 
\.JYlen- CARLSON 8t"'TtJRNER Antlqu.Anan .. nd Sc.hob.r1y Bookl 
lot ' (o,..",u ITIlUT J'Oa'lAl'IO ........ INt 0.,01 11011 II) uao 
~only 
a unique hair experience 
In the Old Port 
395 fore &.. ~ fl. 
Portland, Maine 
R. CRUMB UMITED EDITION 
COMPUMENTARY CALENDAR 
CARLSON &; TURNER 
Anliqu.ul .... md Scholarly Books 
241 Con ress SL • Ponl.nd • 773-4200 
Classic Impressions 
has put his 25 years 
of experience in watch & 
clock repair back to work! 
773·1999 
A SP't"\t! LEe. JOt""l"f Classic 
lower lobby 
151 Middle Sl 
Portland, Maine 
OPEN EVERY DAY 10 TO 10 
200/0 , 700/0 OFF 
AFTER CHRISTMAS SALE 
All Fall & Winter Merchandise* 
• wool pants, sk.lrts, sweaters and casual, dressy and business suits 
• good selection of all-weather and wool coats 
• some cashmere and polo coars 
• cashmere blend capes by Jimmy Houlhan 
• casual and dressy dresses by Tanner, Casi, Andrew Harvey and more 
• magniflcenr selection of cotton sweaters 
• beautiful mohair sWeate", 
• Everyrhing in Helen's CeUar 70% off 
••• 
WE ARE NOW SHOWING CRUISE WEAR-
INCLUDING 
GABAR BATHING SUITS, 
ROBERT SC:OTT CASUAL WEAR 
AND CAFTANS, ETC. 
*Except some mother·of.rhe-bridc & cocktail dresses 
Impressions 
164 Middle St. • Old Port 
Next to The Oyster Club 
874-6980 
, 9:3Q..6 Fri. 9:3()..S:30 Sat. 1~2 
COUNTR Y .3 TORE 
SPECIAL1Y SHOP FOR WOMEN 
185 PARK ROW 
BRUNSWICK, MAINE 
"AROUND TI-lE CORNER FROM BOWOOIN 
COLLEGE, ACROSS FROM THE 
BIG GREY CHURCH" 
STORE HOURS 9:30·5:30 
QUALITY FILM DEVELOPING 
FREE FILM plus 
FREE EXTRA PRINTS 
every day with 
~BIG DEAL! 
TWO CONVENIENT LOCATIONS: CONVENIENT HOURS: 
71 us. Route One 
Scarborough, ME 
883·7363 





TRUST THE PROS AT BPS PHOTO EXPRESS 
VIEWS 
Wrong Sid and Nancy ••• 
I have been living in Portland for four months now, and I must 
say I enjoyed reading your paper for this time,However,in the issue 
of Dec. 7, I have found a discrepancy I find somewhat disconcerting. 
1he error, or should I say errors, were found in the Silver Screen 
listings section on page 17. The review is of "Sid and Nancy," and 
the mistakes are ridiculous. The review basically says: 
Sid Vicious, the Sex Pistols' lead singer, died in aNew York hotel 
room with his girlfriend Nancy. Alex Cox paints a compassionate 
portrait of these lonely addicts. 
I have paraphrased the review, as I am sure if an exact quote is 
necessary, it should be easy enough to find. Now for the errors: _ 
1. Sid Vicious was the bass player of the Sex Pistols. The lead 
singer, was one Johnny Rotten, aka John Lydon, now of the ever-
popular (if not quite as notorious) band Public Image Umited. 
2. Sid did not die in the Chelsea hotel with his girlfriend. As a 
matter of fact, Nancy Spungen was stabbeq to death in that hotel 
room, and Mr. Vicious was accused of her murder. Nothing really 
came of that fact,as he died a few months later of a heroin overdose. 
3. The movie paints a pathetic and depressing portrait of the lives 
of the those two junkies. The hotel room scene of Nancy's death is 
pure speculation,and the ending of the film is nothing if not surreal. 
These errors in themselves are not very important ta,me. Person-
ally, I didn't care either way for the couple as I've never sympa-
thized with anyone who needs artificial substances to keep going. 
The thing that bothers me is the person who wrote the blurb, 
whether it be Ann Sitomer or somebody else, obviously did not see 
the movie. I was always taught that "They wouldn't print if it wasn't 
true!' Obviously this was not so in this case. 
Granted, a movie blurb, does not a movie make. However, how 
can one be asked to trust a paper that would print something that 
justwasnottrue?Doesn'tthiscutdownthecredibilityfactorofyour 
paper by a large margin? How can I be sure that some of the other 
articles I've read in your paper have also been credited by writers 
who simply did not research their subject matter? 
If one can not trust the press, who can one trust? 
---
•.. wrong decade 
Michelle E. Skoora-Chalmers 
Portland 
Great editorial, except for one small thing: 1990 is not the first 
year of the final decadeof the century; 1991 is the first year of thefinal 
decade of the centuty . 
You see, the year 2000 happens to be the final year of the century, 
and the 21st century begins Jan. 1,2001. Bydefintiona century is one 
hundred full years. Since there was no year zero, the first century 
began with the year one and ended at the end of the year 100. All 
subsequent centuries have followed the same way. Now, 1 know we 
hear about this being the final decade in all the media, but they 
happen to be wrong. If you doubt this, check out page 268 of the 1990 
World Almanac and Book of Facts and/or the introduction in the 
Old Fanners' Almanac. The final decade of this century begins Jan. 
1, 1991 and ends Dec. 31, 2000, which happens to be the date the 
century ends. I don't know where the public got this notion that the 
year 2000 begins the 21st Century. 20 X 100 = 2000, not 1999 or 200l. 
Sorry, folks, but it happens to be a fact. We can't have a century 




Ann & Monle's New YeaTs 
Resolutions: (1) to S/!Je mort! 
movies; and (2) to always 
knuw what year it is. 
VIEWS are opinions. Your views 1ITt! hert!, and sometimes tnlTS. Please be brief 
when ytnl wrile, and please include a phone numbn (which will not be 
published) so that we can verify ytnlr Idter. Mail to: VIE WS, Casco Bay 
Weekly, 187 Clark 51., Portland, ME. 04102. 
CascoBav 
VVEEKLV 
Casco Bay Weekly is an instrumenl 
of community understanding . 
January 11, 1990 
















Lori Austill, Elke Rosenberg 















Lynda Barry, Brenda Chandler, 
Mary lLa Crawley, Dan<! Marsh, 
Hilary McComb Nangle, 
Kelly Nelson, Mike Quinn, 
Roland Sweet, Dan Tonini, 
Don Rubin, Thomas Verde, 
Matt Wuerker 
Casco Bay Weekly 
distributes 20,000 M"'T5 fret! 
of charge every Thursday. 
No person may take mo~ than one 
of each issue witlwut the permission 
of Casco Bay Wet!kly. Additional 
copies of the cummt issue and/or 
some rncJc issues may be purchased 
for $1 each at the Casco Bay Weekly 
office. Domestic subscriptilltls a~ 
mailed 3rd class and are $36/year, 
payable in advarza. 
Mogul Media, Inc. publishes 
Casco Bay Weekly. Enti~ Clltltents 
e 1990 by Mogul Media, Inc. 
Casco Bay Weekly 
187 Clark Street 
Portland, ME 04102 
2077756601 
Casco Bay Weekly is a member 
of the Association of Alternative 
Newsweeklies 
• • ·-EVERY 
COMPACT DISC 
NOW ON SALE! 
Now through Jan. 24th . 
THOUSANDS OF TITLES 
TO CHOOSE FROM! 
-r~ 4 r f? C-II ~ 1'1" A1 
C f(1 _r'~'.I(I' .{ 1 ... ' 
N(lUOH SUBOTY 
ALL THAT YOU HAVE II YOUR IOU L 
A HUNDRED YEAII 
11.99 CD 
LUTHER VANDROSS 
THE BEST OF LUTHER 
. VANDROSS 
~ THE BEST OF WVE 
Jncluctn 18 CM L.uthet'. 0rMIHt Htta 
Plus 2 ..... 5onOI 






"addiction s volume I" 
I\.IIU TE 1\._\;\ \\\A 
Mormon Tabernacle ChOi r 
INCWDn 
BAD CASE OF LOVING YOU (DOClOA. DOClOR) 
ADOICTED TO LOVE 
SIMPlY IRRESISTIBLE 
11.99 CD 





Every compact disc in stock now on sa/e! All C/assi· 
cal, Jazz, Country, Rock, Rap. new releases on sale! 
Thousands of titles to choose from! 
Manufacturer's overstock not included. 
RECORDS· TAPES· CDs· VIDEOS 
SOUTH PORTLAND, Maine Mall Rd ., Mallside Sroppmg elr. (207)871 ·8951 
JIl1Iwn-y 11, 1990 :I 
"Human salvation lies 
in the hands of the 
creatively maladjusted," 
-Martin Luther King]r. 
COMMEMORATIVE SALE 
ALL BOOKS 2,0% OFF 




555 CONGRESS STREET • PORTLAND 
761-3930 • OPEN 7 DAYS 
o NATIVE 
M.Blinkhom 
with our just arrived 
collection of Island mood 
separates from Indonesia! 
Beautifully hand-batiked 
in a lush rainbow of 
colors ... made especially 
for Amaryllis and you! 
.I~/~~. 
AM~ 
Amaryllis Clothing Co. 
41 Exchange Street, 
Portland, ME 04101 
772-4439 
4 c.sco Bay Wukly 
SHOWCASE HOMES, INC. 
Maine's Horne Builder and 
Full Line Construction Company 
Residential - Commercial- Industrial 
Any Job - Any Size - Any Where 
Demolition, to Designs, 
Complete Turn Key Construction 
MODELS LOCATED A T: Naples: Route 302, East of Rte. 35. Across from Mardon Marina 
Wells: Route I, At the corner of Steven Eaton Road' Turner: Route 4, Turner Plaza 
Continuous Open House: M·F 9 am . 5 pm • Sat 9 am • 5 pm • Sun 9 am . 5 pm 
FREE LITERATURE PACKAGE 
1-800-344-6552 Turner 
1-800-422-6830 Naples 
HAVE YOUR CLOSING COSTS COVERED BY 
SHOWCASE HOMES, INC. IF YOU BUY DURING 
THE MONTHS OF JANUARY AND FEBRUARY, 1990. 
GIFT DAYS 
Mattnew John began his salon almost three years ago with the Simple 
concept that customers wanted just two things: 
• Superior customer se'iVlce:' ... 
• Quality IAiOrk to make you "LOOK BETTER THAN EVER" 
Clearfy,·tyIatthews concept took off. Today Matthew and his staff of 17 
"""""""?""""""""""""""",,professionals are seNing in excess o.f;>,OOO clients. 
"""~::!!!!:ii:I::i:iiiiiil;&~~~oG!Ir'~K YOU" with ... pur spectacular 
:.: It's easy, just'cqme in on~ri'y·of these days and take advantage of our 
daily gift specials. 
I
ii if! ,"':;e Mond?y - Just $44.00 for a one color Highlite. (conditipner included) reg. $65.00 value. 
- Just $39.bOJor a regular Perm. 
(cut included) reg. $65.00 value. 
..... • Wednesday - Just 519.00 for any single process Tints, Ravavetts, or LCII'U-' 
phanes for shine. (blowdry included) reg. 528.00 value. 
- Just 544.00 for a one color Highlite. 
': (conditioner included) reg. $65.00 value. 
- Just 539.00 for a regular Perm. 
(cut included) reg. $65.00 value. 
Satur\1ay - Just $19.00 for any single process Tints, Ravavetts, or 
\ phanes for shine. (blowdry included) reg. $28.00 value. 
""""""""., ... Sunday - Just 539.00 for a regular Perm. 
(cut included) reg. $65.00 value. 
- Just $32.50 for nail tips, silk or linen. Regular $65.00 
Note: Daily gift specials are suqject to individual stylist time availability. 
Therefore INe suggest you prebook your appointment on the gift 
of your choice. These special discount days are only available during 
January 1990. 
• No double discounts 
• Extra color or special perm/wraps prices slightly higher 
UPDATES 
Sherman St. neighbors unhappy 
Four notorious Sherman Street buildings have been sold and 
are going to be fixed up, but neighbors of the buildings don't like 
the plan. 
Diana Huot, Executive Director of the York-Cumberland 
Housing Development Corp., announced on Jan. 5 that York-
Cumberland had acquired the buildings at 56/58, 60, 77/79 and 
III Sherman St. Two ofthose were purchased from New Sherman 
Street Associates, the subjects of CBWs "Secret Slumlords" cover 
story (l/12/89). 
Huot said the buildings will be turned into 50 units of afford-
able hOUSing. She said money for the project comes from many 
pockets: the City of Portland is handing over $430,000 from it's 
development fund; the Maine State Housing Authority is hand-
ing over $2,184,000; the Cumberland County Affordable Housing 
Venture is handing over $38,000; the Portland Housing Authority 
and Citibank each are handing over $25,000. People's Heritage 
Bank will kick in $135,000 and will be limited partners with York-
Cumberland in the project. 
. But Herb Adams, a state lawmaker and member of the Parkside 
Neighborhood Association, said heis irked that People's Heritage 
will benefit by getting tax breaks from public contributions. He is 
also mad that the buildings will still be crowded. "A decrease in 
density was sorely needed in this densely-crowded neighbor-
hood," Adams said, "now a development corporation gains many 
apartments, one bank gets very rich, and the taxpayer foots the 
bilL It's very discouraging for the little guy!' 
WCBB buys defunct channel 24 
Portland's first low-power television station has been sold to 
WCBB-TV for use as a "translator" station. Channel 24, which 
went on the air last February, broadcast a mix of old movies and 
offbeat local shows under the call letters W24AR. It went off the air 
and out of business last fall. 
W24AR president Neil Portnoy remarked that programming 
influenced his decision to sell the station to WCBB. "I had 'better' 
offers from televangalists and a shopping network, but 1 feel that 
WCBB will do more for the community than either of those 
groups," said Portnoy. WCBB will use the channel 24 transmitter, 
located atop the Sonesta Hotel in Portland, to broadcast existing , 
programming. WCBB already relays its signal ihrough similar 
translator stations in Bethel, Skowhegan and Harrison. 
Hider sues Chitwood 
Mark Hider, a Portland bar owner who was denied a concealed 
gun permit by Portland Police Chief Michael Chitwood ( CBW 
12/21/89), is suing to get the permit. Hider, who owns A Bar of 
Soap Laundry & Pub, said he filed a suit in Cumberland County 
Superior Court on Jan. 2. The suit alleges that the denial by 
Chitwood "constitutes an abuse of discretion!' 
On Nov. 14,Hiderwasstoppedforspeedingandpolicediscov-
ered that he had a loaded semi-automatic pistol and was carrying 
a knife. Hider was arrested because his concealed gun permit had 
expired eight months before. The next week, Chi twood refused 
Hider a new permit because of his "criminal history." Hider, who 
has not yet been tried for the November charge, maintains that a 
pending case does not constitute a criminal record. A court date 
has not been set for either case. 
Maine sues Georgia-Pacific 
Maine has jumped into the ring where GreatNorthernNekoosa 
Corp. is fighting a $3.8 billion takeover bid by Georgia-Pacific. On 
Jan. 5,State Attorney GeneralJamesTierney filed suit in Kennebec 
County Superior Court on behalf of the state of Maine. Tierney 
charges that that the two forest products companies merging 
would "create a monopoly!' Great Northern has been fighting the 
takeover since Georgia-Pacific first made the bid in November, 
and has filed its own antitrust suit in federal court. In that suit, 
Great Northern also alleges that the acquisition would be mo-
nopolistic. Throughout the conflict, Mainers have worried that 
Georgia-Pacific would sell off large parcels of Maine forest to 
finance the takeover. 
Ooops 
In the Jan. 4 CBW, it was reported that Mainers were required 
to fork over a 15-cent deposit on both liquor and wine bottles. 
Actually, only the hard stuff already has a 15-cent deposit. Regu-
lar wine bottles won't be subject to the 15-deposit until Sep. 1. 
WEIRD NEWS 
"'Andrew Ellis, a city housing inspector in Minneapolis re-
garded as an aggressive enforcer, received 97 citations of his own 
last year for housing violations and filed more appeals to overturn 
citations than any other citizen. The owner of 18 inner city rental 
properties also has a lawsuit pending challenging the Inspection 
Department's policy of requiring annual inspections of multifa-




































































John Hitchcock and his controversial video. CBW(fOnJ!il Harber! 
Public station stands by rock video 
At 10 p.m. on Dec. 10, "Death at Geno's" aired 
on South Portland's Public Cable channel 39. A 
bare-breasted woman and references to Satanism 
and Naziism punctuated the 39-minute punk-
rock video. 
South Portlanders are questioning what is 
appropriate to show on pU\llicly-funded televi-
sion. Geno D' Alessandro, the bar owner whose 
name was used in the title of the film, said that he 
doesn't "want anything to do with that smut!' 
And the 18-year-old who made the video is find-
ingtheroad to free speech cluttered with red tape. 
" It wasn't the Sound of Music" 
"It was pretty wild," said John Hitchcock, the 
18-year·<Jld senior at South Portland HighSchool, 
of his latest video. Hitchcock said that along with 
a topless woman dancing, "Death at Geno's" 
featured concert footage of the local band Rodeo 
Jesus. During one Rodeo Jesus number, Hitch-
cock said, the "singer's pants fell down," reveal-
ing "some skimpy underwear with a swastika 
painted on it! ' 
South Portland officials viewed the video after 
Randy Visser, the station manager at channel 39, 
flagged it for being questionable. 
"It wasn't the Sound of Music, I'll tell you that," 
said South Portland Mayor Ralph Howard, who 
acknowledged that the video might seem fine to 
other tastes. 
"I didn't see any artistic merit to it whatso-
ever," added Jeff Darrell, vice president of Public 
Cable Co. and a member of South Portland's 
Spring Point Television adviSOry board (SPTV). 
The board oversees the activities of the public 
access station, a joint venture involving the City of 
South Portland, Public Cable Co. and Southern 
Maine Technical College. Darrell said he agreed 
with the board to let the video air because of the 
First Amendment right to free speech. 
Before the video was aired, this legend ap-
peared on SouthPortland screens: ''The following 
program may contain material that viewers may 
find offensive. Viewer discretion is advised." 
Warning or not, even Hitchcock is surprised 
that his video was allowed to air. "If I had been in 
Randy's position, I probably wouldn't haveput it 
on ... public TV," Hitchcock said. 
"Controversl.1 prognlmmlng" 
'We don't editorialize or control program-
ming," said Channel 39's Randy Vissar. "People 
tend to look at public access being the culprit 
when really it is John's point of view they have a 
problem with!' 
Stations across the U.s. grapple with "contro-
versial programming" produced by extremist 
groups like the Klu Klux Klan, Vissar said. "People 
don't have a right to prevent that speech ... If they 
don't agree with the speech, they should come 
down to the station and communicate counter-
speech ... " 
Vissar said that 10 hours each week of channel 
39 programming is dedicated to a "public-use 
block," a sort of open-mike night for residents 
who want to broadcast something on channel 39 . 
The station is four years old and has run an esti-
mated 2,sOO hours of programing. There are about 
8,000 cable subscribers in South Portland and 
about 3,000 in Cape Elizabeth who could receive 
channel 39. 
Vissar and others claim that no one raised an 
eyebrow at Hitchcock's flick until the Portland 
Press Herald and the American Journal published 
what assistant city manager Jeff Jordan called 
"sensationalized stories of the graphic details of 
some portions of the film." Jordan said that even 
after those accounts, the city only received three 
calls complaining about the video. 
Whether the video created waves or not, the 
adviSOry board was in uncharted waters when 
they decided to air the video. "Up until the point 
that video was produced, we had never envi-
sioned having that sort of video ... on public ac-
cess." 
Bar owner resents pUblicity 
"I'm pissed off at the smear on my business," 
said Geno D' Alessandro, who owns Geno's, a 
Brown Street bar known for its open-mike policy 
that has attracted fledgling bands from across 
New England. 
"I never gave anybody permission to use my 
name," said Geno. '1 don't want anything to do 
with that smut!' Geno said that the shots of a 
topless woman in the video were not shot at the 
bar but were spliced in from another film. And 
when the Rodeo Jesus singer dropped his pants 
last July, qeno said he dropped the curtain on the 
act and forbid the band to come back to the club. 
''The only reason he (Hitchcock) wasn't sued is 
because he has no money," said Geno." As soon as 
somebody with money plays that tape, I'm gonna 
sue the bejesus out of them." . 
Hitchcock, meanwhile, is negotiating to pro-
vide tapes to Videoport, the Middle Street video 
store. Hitchcock expects that Videoport won't 
charge to rent the video per st, but that it will ''be 
a free rental if people rent other movies." He will 
change the name of the video because of Geno, 
who Hitchcock said "threatened to sue and was 
being a pain in the butt." 
According to Visser at channel 39, Hitchcock 
will "lose the privilege" of using their production 
eqUipment if he generates revenue from the tape. 
He added that Hitchcock, not channel 39, is le-
gally liable. "John or anybody is legally liable just 
as if they were out in the park speaking," Visser 
said. 
Andy NtwmIllI 
!anlUlry 11, 1990 5 
HANDPAINTED FURNITURE & ARTIST· CREATED GIFT ITEMS 
AND ACCESSORIES FOR THE HOME 
200/0 OFF SALE 
on moat item. . 
NOW THROUGH JANUARY 31 
Comer of Milk & Saver Streets· Across from the Regency Hotel 
Portland. 207 773-4<W9 
Every day is 
full of magic. 
: .. -.. -:: 
VIDEOPORT 
EE~= Phone orders accepted. 
MASSIVE SALE :~ DECADE! 
JANUARY 12, 13 & 14 
30% OFF EVERYTHING 
New spring merchandise included. 
10% OFF 1990 SWIMWEAR 
$5-$10 Rack in the Bargain Basement 
Open Frf &. Sat to-tO Sun U-5 
345 Fore Street • M£ • 773-7784 






Horses from Bali 
OPEN EVERY DAY 
372 Fore Street • Old Port 
Portland • 773-6884 
146 Ocean St .• South Portland 
Tel. 799-SAV.E 
Used & Out-oC-Print Books 
We buy books, too. 
Tue. to Fri. 11-5, Sat. 12-4 
Other times by chance ... 
Stop in for a few minutes, 




SALE on Selected Itellls 
44 Exchange St. + Portland, ME 04101+ 772-4880 
CofFf:~ AND C/MIlE"fl13 fO~ 1)REAKfAST AGAIN : ~ . -
• 
t.h wonderfh! ~OJ~ fellows Ih th~ Dfh<e a~ qeth.13 
all the plum jObs ... " 1rey're ~fftn!1 -their surtili1al'lC& aft-he. 
Good E53, a~le tn I'lIh rarb- ana JUMP hl9her, able 10 ~/er 
"~esl " f~ al'ld (0I.JtI« when tnt-- BoH 
no..s idatr. 1l!(;\t 1"f'tD~ ClNIGCpt of 
nltOtl~ '11' caffeJrie. Just UXln·t 
~~r'" -hxk'lJ Uewtnie 1nlW3h 
malern CDrl1 pe-n hot. . 
EYlh1l1e 
Good Ej~ • ~'13-o301 
70~Co", f'CS$ :>1". P"' ... tl ....... cl 
IN THE 
STREETS 
Continued from page one 
By Jan. 5, four displays had been relocated 
from the J.B Brown building at 537 Congress 
Street; and two more had been removed 
entirely from the Congress Street windows of 
Porteous, Mitchell & Braun. 
Phil Kubiak, owner of the J.B. Brown build-
ing, said he heard about the displays after his 
building manager was ''besieged by phone 
calls" from tenants who wanted the art re-
moved. Kubiak said that the office of U.s. 
Senator George Mitchell was among those 
calling for the works to be removed. (Kelly 
Currie, press secretary to Sen. Mitchell, later 
denied that the office had complained.) 
"I removed it because it was pointless," said 
Aretas Stearns, president of Porteous. "If it had 
made a point about homelessness I would have 
left it in." 
Adding that he had been "taken advantage 
of," Steams accused the UMV A of not being 
straight with him about the displays. He said he 
feels strongly about homelessness, and that his 
company by·passed rules regarding outside use 
of the windows so that the UMV A displays 
could be installed. But because the outcome 
was not what he had expected, he felt he had to 
take it down. 
"1 don't pretend to be an art critic," said 
Steams. '1'm in marketing. And because I say 
'this is what I am' (in the window), 1 want 
people to make the connection." 
"1 respect the artists' point of view," Stearns 
continued, but "the art is not for (their) con-
sumption - it's for the people." He said many of 
his employees were "appalled" and "thanked 
God" for the removal. 
Kubiak said he, too, got more than he 
bargained for. 
"Keep Out," a work by Natasha Mayers, 
depicts home as a castle with a drawbridge 
stretching over a moat filled with mannequin 
parts and cardboard sharks. Inside is an altar to 
the American flag. 
"Censorship doesn't get rid of an 
image, it draws attention to it. " 
Natasha Mayers 
"It was a depiction of death and dismember-
ment," said Kubiak, who found the work "quite 
graphic." He called it "a Vietnam-like storefront 
with dismembered mannequins and blood 
poured all over." 
"1 was expecting a nativity scene," said 
Kubiak. 
Accusations of censorship 
Mayers denied that the building owners had 
been misled or taken advantage of, and pointed 
out that her other display in Kubiak's building 
was, in fact, a nativity scene. 
Entitled "You Never Know Who You Might 
be Turning Away," it depicts a Mary-like figure 
outside of a brick structure that reads "No Va-
cancy." In front of that, three street people 
(representing the Three Kings) offer 
McDonald's food to a symbolic Christ-child 
F.R. Vance and what's left of his display, In the truck behind him. CBW(JoTJ« Harbert 
settled in a milk crate. 
Mayers said that both ''Keep Out" and "You 
Never Know ... " symbolize "the painful realities 
we don't want to deal with." She said she was 
aware her works might be controversial, so she 
left a note with her piece that read "if the piece 
is offensive, please let me know." She said she 
told them she would be willing to take it out it 
if it was. She is angry that no one contacted her 
before removing her work. 
Frances Hodsdon, whose" A Home At Last" 
also was taken from the J.B. Brown building, 
was upset that she was not contacted when her 
work was removed. Her work depicts a grave-
yard set against the Garden of Eden. 
"Moving (the pieces) without telling the 
artists is censorship," said Hodsdon. 
She said she had "a lot of positive feedback" 
from people inside and outside the building 
when she installed the piece. She said the 
owners should have been there to see the work 
for themselves. 
F.R Vance, who discovered his display being 
removed from the Porteous window as he 
happened to walk by the building, said he 
recognizes that Steams is trying to market 
shoes, ''but I am also marketing my art." He 
said it was wrong for Porteous to pull out in the 
middle of the project, "just because they didn't 
understand it. That's censorship." 
Steams and Kubiak maintained that they had 
not been told what the exhibits would involve. 
They said they wish they had received letters 
and illustrations showing what the exhibits 
were going to look like. 
"1 wasn't censoring their art," said Kubiak. 
''They just didn't tell me the truth as far as what 
was going to be in there," 
Of Vance's red, blue and silver mannequins 
wrapped in gauze depicting the homeless on 
the threshold of heaven, Stearns said, "(people) 
are going to think the Porteous people went 
crazy with toilet paper." 
Right art y. wrong art 
It is impossible to "ever raise these issues 
without being controversial," wrote Abby 
Shahn, a participant in the project, in a letter to 
Mayers. ''The distribution of wealth along 
Congress Street is glaring; the contradictions 
are very powerful." 
Arthur Mayers, the third artist whose work 
was removed from the J.B. Brown building, said 
that he "can understand the feelings of land-
lords trying to rent vacant space, and thinking 
that this isn't the right imagery." 
Indeed, as a few of the displays found new 
homes, real estate emerged as the real problem. 
"Here the owners have taken an old building 
and put a lot of money into the restoration of a 
historica1landmark ... " said J.B. Brown building 
manager Peter $kapinsky. "(They) don't want 
that kind of. thing. It hurts the image." 
Skapinsky added that he "feels everyone 
should support the arts, but not that kind of art, 
not political art. If you are trying to change the 
image of an area economically, supporting the 
arts is great, but not political art." 
Mayers disagreed. She said that it is an 
impossible requirement that all art be immedi-
ately comprehensible. "You can't start censor-
ing the artist because the outcome was not 
something you expected," said Mayers. ''The 
act of censorship doesn't get rid of an image, it 
draws attention to it." 
'1t's real important not to lose sight of 
homelessness," said Mayers, "everyone has the 
right to a home." But what became painfully 
clear as the fading New Year's confetti settled 
on Congress Street, is that every work of art 
does not. 
Leslie Morison writes /!bout IIrt for CIIsco BIIy Weekly. 
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WELLNESS 
The best and worst of winter: 
Colds, garlic and soup 
Winter really is annoying. It's too cold, 
too long and too full of a range of mal-
adies - unwanted weight and ubiquitous 
viruses being two of them. Fortunately, 
in health departments all across the land 
elves who couldn't get jobs with Santa 
have been recently working up little bits 
of news to keep us rugged, thin and clear 
of medical myths. From them, 1 give you 
the medical community's most interest-
ing discoveries that offer help with the 
current season. Perhaps it will make the 
first winter of the '90s bearable. 
--Don't you smile inside when you 
find yourself scolding children to keep 
warm and stay out of drafts of cold 
winter air, just like your parents did to 
you? What's funnier still, the advice 
seems unnecessary. The University of 
California at Berkeley flatly reported in 
December that "there's no evidence that 
cold feet, drafts or dry indoor air cause 
colds." Yes, children and people in 
general do get more colds in winter. But 
the more likely reason, said the univer-
sity's School of Public Health: Children 
spend more time indoors together in the 
winter, particularly with school in 
session. Viruses therefore are more easily 
spread throughout the family. 
--There is growing evidence that garlic 
and other spices may nip cold bugs and 
other viruses in the bud, and gUard 
against more serious diseases. Geor-
getown University Hospital found that 
the allicin in garlic, which gives the herb 
its notorious aroma, seems to kill bacte-
ria, just as French scientist Louis Pasteur 
first claimed in 1858. More recently, 
homeopathic doctors have been prescrib-
ing herbal tablets (now sold in health 
food stores as "Vita Biotics"), which 
contain high doses of garliC, cayenne 
pepper and other herbs, and which are to 
be taken at the first sign of a cold. Some 
report tremendous success in killing 
colds before they take hold. 
Garlic has also shown some ability to prevent heart 
disease. It ~ms to reduce blood clotting in the 
arteries, but unfortunately, this has been most proven 
in animals - at amounts equivalent to 14 to 230 cloves 
a day for people (hermits, hopefully). The herb also 
has reduced incidence of cancer, but again with huge 
doses, and again only in animals so far. If you do 
adopt this tonic, we are sad to say you'll need to 
consume it in its most pungent state - raw or only 
lightly cooked. Its anti-clotting agents, ajoene, seems to 
be destroyed in high heat. 
..-occasionally everyone must tum to prescription 
drugs. According to Sid Wolfe, the highly regarded 
director of Public Citizen Health Research Group, 
people could use many' more generic drugs as alterna-
tives to the more expensive name brands - with equal 
effect and safety. (Drug companies have long argued 
that generic drugs are not as carefully manufactured, 
but Wolfe says their claims have never been proven; in 
fact, he says the big drug companies doing the com-
plaining already make 70 percent of the generic 
drugs.) Today, about one-fifth of the prescription 
drugs Americans buy are generic. Wolfe maintains 
that proportion could easily be raised to three-fifths, 
saving the public $4.6 billion a year. 
"Ideally, no one must spend inordinate sums on 
drugs or smell like a pesto entree. Simply sleep 7 to 8 
hours a day and eat properly. We all do that. (Right. 
And sell oceanfront property in Arizona on the side.) 
Since most everyone indulges in some amount of bad 
habits, there are some Simple tricks, when you're in the 
mood to be virtuous, to get the most out of your food. 
First, ignore a few foods that are often considered 
nutritious but aren't. According to Tufts University, 
'. . , 
apple juice, a common staple for children, "is little more 
than flavored water" (unless vitamins have been 
added). Iceberg lettuce, another household staple, "does 
not pack much nutritional punch," says Tufts. Darker 
greens, like Romaine lettuce, are higher in vitamins A 
and C. But no lettuce offers much fiber. Fill salads 
instead with a range of vegetables: carrots, cabbage, to-
matoes, celery, etc. Cottage cheese, especially the 
standard creamed variety, is not low-fat. And even 
low-fat brands offer little calcium. (For example, to get 
the calcium available in a cup of low-fat milk,' you'd 
have to eat two and a half cups of cottage cheese - at 
five times the calories.) Many cottage cheeses are also 
high in salt, at around 900 milligrams per cup - nearly 
twice the new Recommended Daily Allowance (RDA). 
Second, enjoy some good foods that have gotten a 
bad rap: eggs, for example, have taken a beating for 
their abundance of cholesterol- 275 milligrams apiece. 
But each egg also contains only six grams of fat, less 
than what's in a mere ounce of most hard cheeses. And 
fat is considered a bigger problem than cholesterol in 
heart disease. Even the American Heart Association 
says most people can safely eat three eggs a week. And 
pancakes, though considered sinful, contain no more 
calories than bread. (Obviously, spreads on both of 
them should be kept thin). 
"Winter is always a good time for soups. To that 
end, the Center for Science in the Public Interest has 
just finished rating about 60 standard soups - for 
amounts of fat, salt and taste. The big winners (less 
than 300 milligrams of salt, 5 grams of fat or less and at 
least 10 percent of the USRDA for three or more 
vitamins or minerals): Pritikin soups (all except Vege-
table, Turkey with Pasta, Chicken with Pasta or 
Chicken Gumbo); Hain Split Pea, 
unsalted Vegetarian Vegetable and un-
salted Chicken Noodle; Health Valley 
soups (all except Potato Leak); and 
Campbell's Low Sodium Split Pea, 
Tomato or Chicken with Noodle. Top 
taste honors went to Pritikin Split Pea 
and Tomato soups, Campbell's Low 
Sodium Tomato and Health Valley's un-
salted Black Bean. 
The big losers (excessive amounts of 
fat and salt-sometimes three and four 
times the limit of sodium for an entire 
day) were Pepperidge Farm Bacon, 
Lettuce and Tomato; Campbell's 
Chunky New England Gam Chowder, 
Chunky Chicken Mushroom and 
Chunky Creamy Mushroom; and all of 
the Nissin brand soups. 
--If you're looking for a fresh vege-
table to toss into canned soups, consider 
broccoli. Gail Ogar, editor of the Univer-
sity of California at Berkeley's Wellness 
Letter says broccoli is a "superfood"; 
Tufts University calls it a "superstar." 
The reason, Tufts says, is it is higher 
in nutrients than almost any other plant 
food. A mere cup cooked contains 165 
percent of the Recommended Daily 
Allowance for Vitamin C, nearly half the 
RDA for Vitamin A, more than 20 
percent of the RDA for calcium, 10 
percent for iron, along with various B vi-
tamins, potassium and assorted miner-
als. Broccoli offers more fiber, cup for 
cup, than cauliflower, spinach, cabbage 
or string beans. And, like other" crucifer-
ous" vegetables, broccoli has produced 
good evidence that it can help prevent 
cancer, particularly of the lung, bladder 
and digestive tract. (The cruciferous 
family includes cabbage, cauliflower, 
Brussels sprouts, turnips, mustard 
greens, kale, bok choy, collards, ruta-
baga and kohlrabi.) 
--Various health experts have been 
suggesting over the years that the old 
advice to weight worriers - Don't snack between 
meals - is wrong, provided the meals themselves are 
small as well. Now, it seems that nibbling might lower 
cholesterol levels. David Jenkins at the University of 
Toronto found that after only a brief two-week study, 
men who nibbled their way through a days's meals, 
spread out over 17 snacks, had substantially lower 
levels of cholesterol and blood insulin (which stimu-
lates the production of cholesterol) than men who ate 
the same quantity of food.in three "square" meals. The 
worst way to eat, Jenkins said, is the method practiced 
by many workaholic athletes, who look and consider 
themselves healthy: coffee for breakfast, danish or the 
like for lunch and a mammoth dinner. 
..If you're trying the nibbling approach, UC 
Berkeley has calculated a few tasty substitutes for 
heavy foods that are much better for you. For instance, 
eating a bagel instead of a ctOissant saves 35 calories, 
10 grams of fat and 13 milligrams of cholesterol. A cup 
of macaroni instead of egg noodles saves 50 milligrams 
of cholesterol. A 3-1/2 ounce portion of skinless roast 
chicken instead of skinless roast duck saves 46 calories 
and 7 grams of fat. The same portion of a trimmed, 
lean leg of lamb instead of untrimmed lamb chops 
saves 219 calories and 28 grams of fat; trimmed pork 
loin over spare ribs saves 157 calories and 17 grams of 
fat. And an ounce of plain air-popped popcorn instead 
of an ounce of com chips saves 125 calories and 9 
grams of fat. 
See? Winter doesn't have to be so bad after all. 
Todd Oppenheimer writes about health and fitness for several 
alll!l7UlJive n=swaklies. His columns appear ill Casco Bay 




Earl Mindell's "Vitamin Bible" hit the bookstore 
shelves ten years ago, and the democratization of 
nutrition education took a giant step forward. 
"People know that vitamins are good for them, but 
they don't know all the circumstances under which 
they are good for them. The "Vitamin Bible" gives 
them the answers," explains Mindell's book agent, 
Richard Curtis. And that's no exaggeration. The 
"Vitamin Bible" (Warner, $4.95) is a reference guide of 
the "everything you wanted to know" variety, with 
brief, pithy entries on every imaginable kind of 
nutrient: vitamins, minerals, amino acids, food 
supplements (like kelp and chlorophyll), proteins, 
fats, carbohydrates and sugars. Mindell also talks 
about how to read labels, how vitamins are manufac-
tured, how to tell whether you're deficient in nutri-
ents, how to treat ailments and addictions, how to 
diet, how to stay beautiful and young - even how to 
keep pets healthy. 
While chastising vitamin faddists who use supple-
ments in place of balanced meals, Mindell berates 
those who claim Americans don',t need supplements 
at all. He charges these folks with '1iving in a fairy tale 
land where they don't accept the fifth food group, 
junk food." The joke, Mindell points out in an inter-
view, is on the critics, since everyone in this country is 
already taking supplements. "Every time you drink a 
glass of milk, you're taking supplements, because the 
dairies have added vitamins A and D. Every time you 
eat a piece of white bread, you're taking supplements, 
because the bakers have added B complex, as well as 
D, calcium, and iron salts." 
Mindell began his professional career in 1965 as an 
overworked pharmacist, dragging himself through 15-
hour days plus night calls. He and his partner ate on 
their feet and worked under unrelenting stress. "I re-
member one nigllt I got calls at one, three and five in 
the morning," which meant making three trips to the 
pharmacy to fill the prescriptions before opening up 
for the new day's business at nine. Mindell wondered 
why his partner was holding up so much better than 
he was. ''Vitamins'' was the answer, and it changed 
Mindell's life. He began to experiment on himself, 
beginning with vitamin B complex, B-12 and E. Then 
he and his partner began handing out vitamin 
samples to customers, and the response was enthusi-
astic. 
Mindell began studying nutrition in libraries, at 
seminars and everywhere else he could find informa-
tion. At the beginning of the 1970s, he co-founded the 
Great Earth chain of vitamin stores, and began ap-
pearing on radio and television talk shows. Listeners 
would call in with questions, and Mindell would 
oblige them with profiles of specific supplements. 
When he had accumulated more than 80 individual 
profiles, he bound them into a book. A New York 
literary agent promptly landed him a contract for 
what became the ''Vitamin Bible." 
Rawson Associates, the original publisher, had 
taken a chance on an unknown author, and on a 
subject that might have appealed strictly to "health 
nuts." But in the intervening decade, Rawson has 
been bought by Macmillan, Warner Communications 
took over paperback publication rights to the ''Vita-
min Bible," and the book just keeps on going. "Every 
time I tum around, it's in a new printing," says Curtis. 
Mindell reports that the book is actually in its 56th 
printing, with more than 3.5 million copies sold in the 
United States, and perhaps a couple million more in 
12 languages across the globe (the most esoteric of 
these being Serbo-Croatian). 
"It has been gratifying for me, over the years, to see 
ideas that have appeared in my book suddenly cited 
by the so-called Establishment literature," says Min-
dell. Looking back at his statements about smokers' 
loss of vitamin C, the safety of beta carotene as a 
replacement for vitamin A, and caffeine's cholesterol-
raising effect, he notes, '1t's nice to know that I'm 
probably five years ahead of the Establishment ... 
maybe 10 years." 
Who knows? Ten years from now we may find Earl 
Mindell's ''Vitamin Bible" on hotel night tables, right 
next to the Gideon's Bible. 
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Video 
revenge 
Jack LaLanne was just the start. It took the 
video revolution to tum exercisi.ng in front of a 
TV set into craze or a boom, depending on your 
point of view. 
Personally, I've found it best to workout at 
home because I found in myself an almost 
irresistible impulse to talk back to the poor real-
life instructors I had at the Y and honest to god, 
it unnerves them. No one likes hearing "to hell 
with that," after they've just said, "let's do 40 
sit-ups." 
I do the same thing to the TV and no harm 
comes of it. I say, "Bite it, Jane," and she thinks 
none the less of me. 
There are other, just as compelling reasons to 
exercise at home. Lots of people wouldn't do it 
if th~y had to go some place, change, work out, 
shower, drive home. Others can't stand the sort 
of person who works out and don't want to 
hang out with them, never admitting, of course, 
that they're the sort of person who works out. 
Doing it at home makes it easier to keep up the 
facade of being a regular person, maybe even a 
decadent post-modem type, when in reality 
you are doing silly, compulsive things in front 
of your TV set. Which brings us to the real 
reason many of us work out at home: No one 
likes to look like a fool in public. You are asked 
to do things in work-out classes that you would 
not do in front of a spouse. Once, at the Y, I had 
a work-out class where the pelvic thrust portion 
of the program always came at the same time as 
the first arrivals for next hour's massage class. It 
was too weird, they'd just stand there, doe-
eyed, clutching their bottles of scented oil and 
their quilts. I had to quit. 
Doing It at home 
Home fitness videos offered me little more 
self-esteem, but no one was watching. 
At the opposite extreme, there's "Judy 
Shepherd Missett," the queen of Jazzercise and 
a woman who's obviously not afraid of looking 
like a fool in public. If, as Mojo Nixon says, eve-
ryone's got a little Elvis in 'em, Missett's Elvis is 
squarely in his Vegas period. In her '81 video 
she changes her workout togs and perky hair-
ribbon-to-match with every single routine; 
worse, she sings along with the records. Imag-
ine, "If you think we're sexy, and you want our 
body" Rod unaccompanied is more than 
sufficient, thank you. By the time of her 1988 
video, "Fast and Fit," an image consultant has 
obviously gotten hold of her because she's 
toned down her act. Too bad. Missett un-
chained has a terrible, perverse appeal much 
more than her workouts themselves, which do 
not include much toning work, and the aerobics 
are fairly easy. 
For real horror show, there's "Do It Debbie's 
Way" featuring Debbie Reynolds and her 
"friends" Teri Garr, Dionne Warwick, Virginia 
Mayo, Rose Marie and be afraid, be very afraid 
Shelley Winters who just sort of £lops around in 
a black sweat suit. Debbie tells us that she just 
couldn't keep up with all those other videos 
(read, Jane Fonda, a subject we'll get back to). If 
you're in any kind of shape at all, meaning 
you're not dead and you can lift your leg higher 
than Shelley can lift hers, pass up the beginners 
and intennediate versions on the tape and do 
the advanced work out, but only if you have a 
taste for kitsch in pink and swing music. 
While we're on the subject of celebrity 
videos,let's not leave out Raquel Welch. Her 
first exercise video concentrates on yoga 
stretches, but to be honest, after watching her 
most recent offering, "Lose 10 Lbs. in 3 Weeks," 
I do not have what it takes to watch it. Defer-
ring always to her hunky trainer, David, she's 
annoying as hell. 'Tm tired today, David," she 
whines petulantly. We are left to our own 
devices for the aerobic intervals while David 
and Raquel ride exercycles and their "friends" 
run up and down stairs, jump rope, run in 
place, all without even the benefit of boring 
computerized music. It looks kind of like an 
odd piece of performance art. This tape is 
designed to be used every day, instead of the 
more usual every other day. Raquel's claim that 
we can lose ten pounds if we follow her diet 
and her workout is hard to refute because it's 
unlikely anyone can stand to watch this for 
three weeks straight. 
Callan Pinkney promises fast results with her 
unusual workout of deep muscle stretches 
called "Callanetics" and "Super Callanetics." 
It's hard to tell from just trying them for a 
couple of days, but the stretches feel like they 
might be doing some good. But, let me tell you 
what's really great about the first tape, Callan-
etics." It ends with a mini-documentary called 
'The Callan Pinkney Story," where we're told 
by an authoritative male voice that our heroine 
was "to the manor born" and all sorts of other 
nonsense about her classical training in ballet, 
her extensive travels, her fall from grace into 
back injury and over-weight and her miracu-
lous recovery after her diSCOVery of these 
exercises. Hoaley as hell but you can't help 
thinking maybe these stretches will work and I 
won't have to hop around for the rest of my life. 
They could, but it occurred to me that they'd be 
good to use in conjunction with another, more 
aerobic program 
If post-workout muscle soreness is any 
indication, Joanie Greggins video, "One on 
One," is very effective. Everything hurts after a 
session with Joanie, our girl from the darker 
side of California. Bleached blonde hair sticking 
straight out, black eye makeup, leotard cut up 
to here, Joanie leads the bad girls' workout. It's 
not all glamour here; Greggins hops around on 
a piece of linoleum with a rear projection 
garden, and construction site in the back-
ground. Still, it's hard to sneer when you're 
mentally begging for mercy. Greggins uses 
aerobics with weights to bum calories and even 
more weights for muscle tone and it's a good 
fun workout. One caveat though, she wanns up 
pretty damn fast. It might be smart to add on a 
few stretches at the beginning and the end. 
And in that category, insufficient wann-up, 
Tracy Scoggins' tape "Tough Stuff" is the worst. 
Scoggins works out with huge jocks, football 
player Marcus Allen, fighter Carlos Palomino, 
for example, in a series of strength building 
exercises utilizing, get this, plyometrics - the 
secret of the Soviets. And in the spirit of once 
and for all defeating the godless commies, 
Scoggins warms up with about a million push-
ups. 'This is something more than your basic 
workout tape; it's about one-u~manship. 
Dressed in camouflage Rambette wear, Scog-
gins, is more than a match for Russians. If I read 
this tape right, her role is to be ogled by male 
viewers who'll be driven to push themselves in 
competing with the jocks. The result of using 
this tape, if it's not back injury, will certainly be 
more in the area of building strength than 
losing weight or toning up. It probably leads to 
testosterone o.d. 
What Scoggins' tapes acknowledges is that 
men do not feel comfortable working out with 
most exercise tapes on the market. Unfortu-
nately, "Bubba Till It Hurts" is not the answer. 
It doesn't hurt (in that healthy good way, I 
hasten to add), and he hasn't even learned the 
routines. For the most part the camera stays of 
him during the aerobic section because clearly 
he doesn't have a clue we're doing jumping 
jacks and he's running in place. His friends 
moan, "Bubba, it hurts," but we know full well 
these huge jocks and svelte cheerleaders are 
putting us on and we don't like it. Give us a 
break, Bubba. 
For strength and toning, 'The Firm" has a 
good, if weird, program. These must be the 
Stepford Wives Richard Simmons talks about in 
his TV ad. There are tons of them (and their 
male counterparts), all working out in a luxuri-
ous setting of oriental rugs and greek gods. 
Don't think about it. The workout is hard, too 
hard for most people to be able to do right 
away. But it uses weights and aerobics in an 
efficient combination of weight training and 
aerobics. It's challenging and users are likely to 
get resul ts fast. 
Speaking of Richard Simmons, I suppose we 
have to. I rented "Everyday With Richard 
Simmons" to make fun of him, but there's no 
point. He's sincere. He stares in our eyes, and 
says "Please breathe." "Please reach." His 
workout is just fine, if kind of tedious. For some 
reason, I can't get the same pleasure in cursing 
the TV set when his sincere face is on it. 
Which brings us to everyone's target, Jane. 
Jane Fonda's "Workout" has been the standard 
other's strive for, rip off or react against. In 
some ways, it's just no use. jane's a sponge, she 
soaks up the mood and desires of her real and 
potential audience and gives them what they 
want and what she knows they need. She does 
her homework and updates her workouts 
according to the latest infonnation. There are 
three major problems with Jane Fonda work-
outs: my back hurts afterwards, she makes us 
do goofy steps, and her "friends" have terrible 
taste. "Jane Fonda's Complete Workout" 
features some of the worst get-ups ever seen on 
an exercise video, and that's saying something 
in an industry that includes Jackie Shepherd 
Misset. There are leopard spots, zebra stripes 
and hair bows that block the view of the starlet 
in the back row no matter how high she leaps -
admittedly, a fairly minor problem. 
The back thing is more serious, and that's 
why I more often use Kathy Smith videos. The 
two are very similar in their approach, so it all 
comes down to style and the fact that Smith is 
careful to warm up and protect the back. Also, 
her routines are not quite so ridiculous looking, 
though they do require a few times through to 
master, and that's intentional. If it takes a while 
to figure out a sequence of moves then you're 
not bored. Both Smith and Fonda are creative in 
keeping motivation high. Try Smith's "Ultimate 
Video Workout." 
But why, you ask. 
One of my "friends" recently said, "some-
times I think of working out, but then look at 
you, you've been doing it for years." 
It dawned on me then that most exercise 
gurus do not look the way they do because they 
use an exercise video once a day. It is their job 
to look good and they spare no expense doing 
so and doing it plenty. If there were a Cher 
workout, it would include general anesthesia as 
a wannup. For the rest of us, working out an 
hour a day or every other day represents an 
attempt to control the effects of time and diet. 
And, there's nothing like screaming at the TV 
set for reducing stress. 
JIIIDMIrY 11, 1990 11 
Barbara Loewenberg-Irlandy, M.A. 
'i' Reality Therapy Counselor 
'i' Individual, family & group therapy 
'i' Issues of personal growth, depression & addiction 
'i' Consultant for individuals with special needs 
Hours by appointment 774-8149 
24 Victor Road. Portland, Maine 04103 
WINTER SESSION 
Jan. 8 - March 19 
• Yoga 
• Pre-nalal 
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• re-sJgIl up ..... ~rs. 
Everybody bas them. We call it "fear of fitness clubs". Mter aU, who 
knows wbat you 'U fmd there? It takes courage to let the world see you in 
leotards or morts. We'll .how you our raci.litiel!l, introduce you to our 
friendly Btaff and let you see fint band just bow easy it is 
to overcome those "pre-sign up jitters'" and start getting 





Join your neighbors and 
The Solvation Army. 
We're working together to make 
our town on even nicer place 






and much more! 
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Diagnosis and treatment of 
Anal and Rectum conditions. 
Condyloma (venereal warts), 
Skin and Foot 
Disorders, Planters warts 
Colon Cancer Screening 
Rapid Recovery • No Toxic Effects 
Less Discomfort 




1375 Con' .... St., P ...... 
MCNisalHealth Insurances. 
Pre- . HeaHh Plans 
This year 
put some real muscle 





The Tennis Racket 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
2445 Congress St. 
Portland 
(207) 775-6188 
• The Theater Project in 
Brunswick presents an origi-
nal stage adaptation of 
George Orwell' s "Animal 
Farm." The book, published 
shortly after World War II, is 
a satire of Stalin's totalitarian-
ism with a cast of animal 
characters. The three survi-
vors of the rebellion that 
created" Animal Farm" are 
led by Clover, the workhorse. 
They teach new arrivals about 
the farm's history by perform-
ing a play, which illustrates 
past events. The play opens 
tonight and continues through 
Jan. 28 at The Theater Project, 
14 School St., Brunswick. 
Performances are Thursday at 
7 p.m., Friday and Saturday at 
'HQIlRAV,w "', ,.' , 
~ •• dH '.. ,. 
DANCFHlItStfERi 
t~EDNES~f\Y9Jare Df Dance Ni,hts aga,, ' 
@ 'with we:,kly GuesffJJ's from ;OOTZ, tt , 
-%t Greatef Portlan,;r~nd Bostorf, 21+ €j 
Only at Z001Z - Wherl-the mUSic never gets old! 
31 FOREST AVENUE, PORTLAND. 773-8187 
8 p.m., and Sunday at 2 p.m. 
For ticket information, call 
729-8584. 
• Tiger Okoshi left Japan 
and began his musical career 
in the states playing music for 
strippers in the Combat Zone 
in Boston. Now the trumpeter 
leads Beantown's hottest 
fusion band, Tiger's Baku. 
Tiger, who writes all the com-
positions for the band, backs 
up the melodic lines of his 
trumpet playing with a 
powerful and precise rhythm 
section - jazz/rock fusion to 
knock your socks off. Tiger's 
Baku takes the stage at 
Raoul's, 865 Forest Ave., 
Portland. For ticket informa-
tion, call 773-6886. 
• Fun for little kids: The 
Children's Resource Center 
celebrates the center's new 
location at Thompson's Point 
from 12 noon-4 p.m. The 
festivities begin with a free 
concert by Rick Charette. (The 
audience is limited to the first 
50 people to reserve tickets). 
The concert is followed by 
two workshops: one for kids 
in craftmaking and one for 
adults recycling at home. The 
event continues with a Chil-
dren's Auction at 2 p.m. and 
group games at 3 p.m. The 
open house is free and open to 
the public. For more informa-
tion, call 773-3045. 
• Fun for big kids: An au-
thentic movement workshop 
with master teacher and im-
provisational performer 
Susan Schell is offered from 
1-5 p.m. at Ram Island Dance 
studio, 25A Forest Ave., 
Portland. Authentic move-
ment is the movement of the 
self experienced through the 
body; the relationship be-
tween moving and watching, 
sensing and seeing is used as 
a means to deepen and 
vitalize the participant's ex-
perience. The 
cost of ..,!IIQ!!:' 
the 
Martin Luther King Jr. Is 
remembered ,an. 15. 
TIger blows his hom Jan. 12. 
The Children's Resou~e Center 
has moved to Thompson's Point. 
A gala re-openlng takes place Jan. 11. 
."""'''''''" 
W!1 
SIZWE O~NSI IS DE~D 
& THE: I)L~ND 
two rampanian pieres by 
Athol Fugord, JohnKani 
& Winston Ntshona 





2SA Forest Ave. (off (o'9r",1 
Produced by Sonesta Holel Portland 
. fOOD ' EMPORIUM ' 
Serving the finest quality take-ilut 
food available. Featuring homemade 
pasta & sauces, specialty piuas, 
sandwiches and much more! 
166 Cumberland Ave' Portland 
Mon.-Thurs. 11-10 pm 
Fr i. & Sat. 11-Midnight· Closed Sunday 
Call 774-7414 
workshop is $20. To register, 
call Ram Island Dance at 773-
2562. 
• The Pol'tland Folk Club 
hosts a performance of acous-
tic guitarist and blues singer 
Bill Morrissey, who has been 
named by The Boston Globe 
as best folk musician for the 
last three years. His songs tell 
the tales of everyday human 
experience in an imaginative 
way. Showtime is 8 p.m. in 
Luther Bonney Auditorium, 
USM Portland. Tickets 
are $6 in 















Bill Morrissey strums 
away 'an. 11. 
information, call 
the Portland Folk Club at 
773-9549. 
Museum of Art. Bach's Sinfo-
rna, Geeat Fugue in G minor 
and Selected Inventions are 
on the program along with 
Vivaldi's Trio in G minor, 
Scarlatti's Sonata in A major, 
selections from Handel's 
Water Music, Jean Mouret's 
Great Fugue in G minor and 
the Suite in G major by Jean-
Phillipe Rameau. Coffee and 
bagels are served at 10:30 
a.m. in the Great Hall of the 
museum; the concert begins 
at 11 a.m. Tickets are $4 for 
museum members, $6 for 
non-members and $2 for 
kids. Tickets in-
light commemoration of MLK 
in Monument Square, Port-
land. Brenda Humphrey, who 
recently returned from the 
Central America 'Witness for 
Peace" program, and Rep. 
Neil Rolde of York, who re-
cently returned from the S0-
viet Union, will speak on the 
theme of social justice. A 
march down Congress street 
to the First Parish Church 
will follow, where there will 
be an interfaith service con-
ducted by local clergy. The >; 
event is free and opet:t to the 
public. For more infOrmation 
on this event or the breakfast, 
call 773-3170. , 





• Legendary folk and 
acoustic blues singer Odetta 
is at the Tree cafe for two R:ser Dutton 
shows at ff and 10 p .m. The aSun R kl . zanne an n 
Tree IS located at 45 Dan- In 
forth St., Portland. For more "Animal 
information, call 774-1441. Farm" 
,an. 
• This year's Martin 
Luther King Day celebrations 
focus on the 25th anniversary 












• The visual comedy 
style of Maine come-
dian Randy Judkins is 
featured at Little Willies 
tonight. Judkins incorpo-
rates juggling and mime 
into his comedy act when he 
takes the stage downstairs at 
36 Market St., Portland. For 
more information, call 773-
4500. 
11 
• The Italian architect Paolo 
Soleri designed the alternative 
speakers include community Arcosanti in Cali-
Alex Willingham, professor forma as an alternative to 
of political science at Wil- urban sprawl. Tonight George 
Iiams College; and Margaret Weiss presents a slide show 
Carey of the Voting Rights on the philosophical back-
Project of Atlanta and the ground and construction of 
chief staff attorney for the Arcosanti titled" Arcosanti: 
National Council for Consti- An Urban Laboratory." The 
tutional Rights. The cost of talk begins at 7:30 p.m. in 
the breakfast is $10 for adults Beam Classroom, Visual Arts 
and $5 for children under 12. Center, Bowdoin College, 
Tickets are available in Port- Brunswick. Weiss speaks 
land at Amadeus Music, tomorrow at 7 p.m. in 113 
Amaryllis Clothing, Masterton Hall at USM 
Bookland on Congress Street, Portland. Both talks are free 
and Recordland. and open to the public. 
• At 1 p.m., people gather to 
wreaths and for a candle- Calendar design/Sally L. Brophy 
Odella performs for 
MLK Day ,an. 15. 
• Fur trapping is the sub-
ject of a debate with David 
Knopp and Dan McCallister 
of the Maine Trappers Asso-
ciation and Judy Kaiser of 
Maine Citizens For Trapping 
Reform. Rev. Ken Turley of 
the Swedenborgian Church 
moderates the debate, which 
begins at 7 p.m. at the church, 
302 Stevens Ave., Portland. 
After the debate, the partici-
pants will answer questions 
from the audience. A $2 
donation is requested. For 





pirate in the 
16th century 
who takes on 
the Queen of 
England. The 
production was 
in hit in Decem-
ber and is being 
revived as a benefit 
to raise money to send 
the USM theater group to 
the American College Theatre 
Festival Regionals in Provi-
dence, R.I. Performances are 
tonight through Saturday at 8 
p.m., and Saturday and Sun-
day at 4 p.m. in Russell Hall 
on the USM Gorham campus . 
Tickets are $10 for the public, 
and $6 for seniors and stu-
dents. For more information, 
call 780-5483. 
• Devonsquare and folk 
musician Patty Larkin share 
the bill tonight at Raoul's, 865 
Forest Ave., Portland. The 
local group Devonsquare is a 
trio of acoustic musicians and 
vocalists who perform con-
• Chamber music for 
breakfast: The Block En-
semble, a wind quintet com-
posed of principals from the 
Portland and Vermont sym-
phony orchestras, performs a 
program featuring the music 
of J.S. Bach at the Portland 
















Larkin is also dubbed a folky, 
playing tunes that range from 
the lovelorn to the comic. For 
ticket information, call 
Raoul's at 773-6886. 
• The Melisande Trio, a trio of 
flute, viola and harp, perform 
works by Debussy, Britten 
and Persichetti at 8 p.m. in the 
Chapel at Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick, Admission is $8 
for the public, $4 for seniors, 
and free with Bowdoin I.D. 
Tickets are available at the 
Events Office in Moulton 
Union. For more information, 
call 725-3151. 
• The Women's Music Co-
Op and the Women's Forum 
at USM present the female 
vocalist Suede at 8 p.m. in 
Luther Bonney Auditorium, 
USM Portland. Suede is an ac-
complished pianist, guitarist 
and trumpet player. Tickets 
are $9 in advance and $10 at 
the door. Ad vance tickets are 
available at Amadeus Music, 
Whole Grocer and Entre Nous 
in Portland, McBean's Music 
in Brunswick. 
1 4 ellSeO Bay Wuldy 
George Orwell's Animal Farm 
January 11- 28 
Performances: Thursday 7p.rn. $5 
Friday &. Saturday Sp.rn. $ t 0 
Sunday 2p.rn. $8 
For reservations or ticket Information, 
please call 729-8584. MC/VISA 
Sponsors: RosIta's Mexican Food &. D.L.Poulln, Inc. 
14 School Street. Bnmswldc, ME 0401 t 
Start the New Year off right." 
Treat yourself to 
~~ 
r------l),r.~ ~ 
ETHNIC CLOTHING & CRAFTS ~_"" . 
1 0% OFF all styles _ 
-t:>. ~~_&~oek-
.P#l~U1 Arizonas 
until Feb, 1 NOW $61 .30 
10 Exchan e St. • Portland, ME • 772-4080 
Congress Street, Portland 
772-3932 
Our jewelry is already half the cost of retail ... 
But now all Gold and Diamonds are 25% oro 
• Stereos • lVs • Musical Instruments 
Tools • Antiques • Guns • VCRs 
NOW OPEN SUNDAYS 11- 3 
Mon. - Fri. 9 - 5:30, Sat. 9 - 4 
4 STORES TO SERVE YOU 
498 Congress Street, Portland • 330 Lisbon Street, Lewiston 
155 Front Street, Bath. 185 Water Street, Augusta 
uWe buy anything worth buying" 
BUY - SELL - TRADE 
CBW LISTINGS 
LI.lIng. must b. recelv.d In wrillng by 12 n_n t~ Friday prior to publication. 





Documentaries about the Holo-
caust like Claude Lanzmann's 
"Shoah" leave the audience horri-
fied at both the heinous crimes 
committed against Jews during 
World War II, and the vast indiffer-
ence of the world. 
The Maine premiere of a new 
documentary " Weapons of the 
Spirit," which plays at The Movies 
Jan. 17-21, promises to leave the 
audience with more hope for human 
nature as it tells the story of the 
French villagers who saved 5,000 
Jews from the Nazis. "Weapons of 
the Spirit," as the title implies, is 
about French resistance fought not 
with arms but with right and moral 
conduct. 
The inhabitants of Le Chambon-
sur-Lignon were exhorted by paci-
fist and Protestant minister Andre 
T rocm~ to neither takes arms against 
the occupying Nazi army, nor to 
tum in Jews to the Nazis. The Hu-
guenot villagers had a history of 
religious persecution in Roman 
Catholic France. 
The documentary's director, Pi-
erre Sauvage, was one of the Jews 
saved by the peopleofLe Charnbon. 
Born in a hospital near the village in 
1944, Sauvage and with his parents 
emigrated to New York in 1948. His 
parents never told him about the 
circumstances of his birth, or even 
that he was Jewish, until Sauvage 
was 18 years old . In fact, his parents 
d idn't want him to finish the film 
when Sauvage started the work on 
"Weapons of theSpirit"backin 1980. 
The movie is both a personal search 
into the director's past and an ex-
amination of a side of human nature 
often overlooked when recounting 
the Holocaust. 
Sauvage told The New York 
Times, that the villagers were reluc-
tant to be interviewed for the film. 
'They were very wary. They believe 
tha tto appear to trumpet yourdeeds 
is to devalue them." But we need to 
be reminded that in a world where 
to struggle seems hopeless, it is 
possible for the spirit to triumph. 
Ann SitomLr 
Alway. Steven Spielberg'slatestmovie 
stars Holly Hunter and Richard 
Dreyfuss. The movie is fantasy-adven-
ture about a pilot who dies in a crash 
and retums as a ghost to help another 
pilot. 
Back to the Futu .. , Part II Doc 
Brown's time machine takes Michael J. 
Fox through time once more; this time 
he travels into the future. Fox and hiS 
eccenbic scientist friend (Christopher 
Lloyd) a\lempt to play with fate . 
Bom on the Fourth 0' JIlIy Oliver 
Stone's ("Platoon' and "Salvador") 
second VlOt Nam movie is about a 
young man (Tom Cruise), who los~ 
faith in his country, god and hiS family 
after he retums from the war para-
lyzed. 
Blaz. Paul Newman plays Govemor 
Earl Long, the last of Louisiana's rij-
nasty of Longs, who was attacked ~ 
his political foes and the press over hiS 
affair with the stripper Blaze Starr. The 
movie is one of the more entertaining of 
the season. Paul Newman's character 
is rough, pitiful and sexy .. Lo6ta D~vido­
vich is as sultry as a loUISiana night. A 
wonderful sound tracks reminds us IIlat 
we're on Bourbon Street and in the 
bayous of Louisiana. 
Comic B_k Confidential Portland 
premier traces the history of comics. 
The movie profiles 22 of the most sig-
nificant and radical artists and writers 
working in comics. including the crea-
tor of 'Emie Pook" Lynda Barry, Har-
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12:30. 2:50, S:10, 7:35. 10 (openo JaJI 12) 
Dr .. ln. III .. Dolo, I~I 
12:45, 2:50, S. 7:25, 9:35 (openI Jan 12) 
a.n en .... Feourth .f Jul, (R) 
1,4,7.9:50 
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1:30, 4:15. , . 9::'30 w.',. 110 An .. I.IPG.UI 
1 >15 . ,:30. 7:15. 9 :.(5 (lhrough Jan 11) 
War .. the 11_ •• elll 
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1 :AS, 4 :1 5, 7, 9 :15 (through Jan 11) 
7>1S. 10 ~rom jan 12) 
The Llttl. 11 ...... 1.101 
1.3:15. 5:1S. 7:15. 9:10 ~hrough Jan 11) 
12:30, 2.25, 420,6:05 (hom Jan 12) 
"ck T. Th. Fut .... IIIPGI 
1>15. ,:30, 7'2{). 9>15 
Nickelodeon 
T8ff'!>Ie ~~~. Portland 
No lirl1 _ Moo· Frl 
Tango & caM (R' 
1:30. ' :15. 7'2{). 9:20 F .... IIr __ .. IRI 
1:10, ' :10. 7:10. 9:!lS 
"··IRJ 
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1, 4,7,9:30 
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Ski P.IroIIPQ..31 
1'2{). ,:30. 7:30. 9:35 (openo Jan 12) 
ThoWl_IPGI 
1 '2{). ':30 (lhfQU\jh Jan 11) 
_Dovllll'a.'31 
7:30. 9:35 (lhrough Jan 11) 
L_ Who'. T •• I". 11'0 •• 31 
1:1 5. 4:05.7:10. 9:2S ~hrough Jan 11) 
The Movies 
10 E,chanae. Portland 
m ·1I6oo 
ac.n.. From "'. Cill •• Stlug," 
In "vllft, Hla.11I1 
Jan 10-1. 
Wed-Frl at 7, 9 
sat at 1, 7 
Sun 111 
Do Th. IIltht Th .... 1111 
Jan 13-16 
Sat at 3. 9 
Sun at 3, 7. 9:15 
Mon-Tue at 7. 9 
W_pone 01 the Spirit 
Jan 17-21 
Wed·F. al 7. 8>15 




All times 1hrou9h Thur<day; cal ahead 
!of Friday's cIIangoo 
Tho_IPG) 
7:15. 9:1S, _kond mats at 1:15, 3:15 
• _III._II·.IPGI 
7, 9, ~d mall atl , ~ 
L-" _'. Tltlk"IPG-.31 
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All 1109" O. To ......... 101 
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Evening Star 
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729-5486 er_ ..... II ___ IPQ-t31 
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Portland Mu_um of Art 
Cong .... ~:a Portland 
Com"_~_"1 
Jan 18, 7pm and Jan 20 012pm 
Do the Right Thing Spike Lee's third 
major release, 'Do The RighI Thing,' is 
a funny, almosl theatrical movie about 
conftict belWeen young and old, male 
and female, ItaliansandBlacks, Blacks 
and Koreans, people who are comfort-
able with the status quo and those who 
want to overthrow it. The movie lakes 
place on one hot day in a black neigh-
borhood in Brooklyn, where linle things 
build into a riot. Amidst the ruthless rap 
of Brooklyn. Spike Lee has proven that 
doing the right thing is easier said lhan 
done - and that believing that whal 
you're doing is the right thing is harder 
still. 
Driving MI •• Dal.y Bruce Beresford'S 
("Breaker Moranlj movie version of 
Alfred Uhry's prize-winning play stars 
Morgan Freeman, Jessica Tandy and 
Dan Aykroyd. Set in Atlanta in 1948, 
the story is aboul the relationship be-
tween a 72-year-old Jewish widow and 
her gentle and wise black chauffeur. 
Family Busl ..... Sean Connery, 
Dustan Hoffman and Matthew Broder-
ick play three generation of crooks in 
this movie directed by Sidney Lumet. 
The movie is a cisappointmenl. AI 
times ilOOks as if the actors are about 
to la~gh as !!ley deliver saccherine 
lines. The plot takes a long time to get 
off the ground. Once the groundwork 
for a conftict is complete, it seems the 
movie might get off the ground. It 
doesn'. 
Int.rnal Affairs Richard Gere plays a 
wel~respected L.A. cop, who is under 
investigation for criminal activities. The 
movie also stars Andy Garcia and 
Nancy Travis. 
The Uttl. M.nnald Animated Wall 
Disney feature based on the Hans 
Christian Anderson story about a mer-
maid who falls for a human prince. 
Se ..... from the Cia .. Struggle 
In B.v.rty HUla Paul Bartel's ('Eat-
ing Raoul-) latest movie is aboul 1W0 
male servants of wealthy Hollwwood 
women, who bel money on who can 
seduce the other one'S mistress first 
The movie stars Jacqueline Bisset, 
Wallace Shawn, Ray Shar1<ey, Paul 
Mazursky, Paul Bartel, Robert Beltran 
and Ed Begley Jr. 
Ski Patrol This is the first in a series of 
sequels from lhe folks who made the 
' Police Academy' movies . "My FallOr-
ite Martian" star Ray Welston was 
dusted off for this one. 
St_1 Magnolia. This three-hanky 
tear jerkeris about a group of Southem 
women who keep their men in check 
and meet in the local beauty parlor to 
gossip. Shirley Madaine throws off her 
nB'.'I-age persona and plays the neigh-
borhood sourpuss ('I'm not crazy; I've 
just been in e bad mood for 40 years,-
she remar1<s). Dolly Parton is the local 
haird'esser, who delivers one-liners 
with aplomb. Sam Shepard plays Par· 
ton'sendearing but worthless husband, 
who spends his free time lying in bed 
watching football, drinking beer and 
smoking fijterless cigarenes.Sally Field 
gets to act the film's one dramatic 
momen~ which comes about after 
you've been sobbing for 10 minutes or 
so. and when it seems the movie will 
never end. The movie hasits moments, 
but it is 100 predictable. 
T.xa. ChIIl ... w Ma.aec.. nr 
"Slasher" doesn't describe the possi-
bilities for mutilating ftesh in this movie. 
Did we miss part two? 
War 0' the Roe_ Kathleen Tumer 
and Michael Douglas play a married 
couple in trouble. Danny DeVito directs 
and narrates the movie, using lots of 
film noir cliches to add suspense to the 
plot. Basically. Turner's character falls 
out of love with Douglas and proceeds 
to make his life hell. The movie has 
some funny moments, but the endrng 
is moralizing and disappointing. 
The Wlurd is a feature-length com-
mercial for a new video loy. Fred Sav-
age of television's 'The Wonder ~e~" 
plays a kid who wants 10 help hiS little 
brother fulfil his dreams of conquering 
the kingdom of video garnes. 
Lackeets Magnito fuses styles 
You haven't heard them in ing a rock/jazz feeling to the 
many clubs, but the Portland- group; and Pam Weeks on fiddle. 
based group, Lackee's Magnito, Her innovative fiddle lines draw 
recorded their first tape, from her background in classi-
"Lackee's Magnito Greatest cal, Broadway, pop, and swing 
Hits," here in Portland. as well as jazz improvisation. 
Lackee's Magnito's music is a There are not many clubs in 
rich blend of jazz, folk and classi- the area that feature the trio's 
cal influences, and is the result of type of music. It might be too 
many years of experimentation. jazzyforafolkclub, and toofolky 
Singer, guitarist and composer for a jazz club, and classical is 
Ric Edmiston combines instru- hard to book in any club. This 
ments and influences to create a doesn't discourage the members 
unique sound for his composi- of Lackee's Magnito too much. 
tions, which rely on improvisa- They have day jobs and feel that 
tion as a means to create new club work is not necessarily the 
moods for each performance. The best thing for the music. "Oub 
group uses their freedom and gigs are fine for keeping your 
talent to explore structure. "Som~ chops and earning some cash, 
times we' ll be doing a piece and but most people go to clubs for a 
I'll feel like it should go in a cer- good time drinking and singing 
tain direction, different than the along to tunes by Jimmy Buffet 
way we did it last time. It's tel~ or Cat Stevens and that' s fun 
pathic or it's just in the room," sometimes," remarks Ric. 
comments Ric. Lackee's Magnito is negotiat-
It is hard to imagine improvi- ing with an independent record 
sation at this level of musical in- label. "I've been knocking lightly 
tricacy. The progressions march at a few doors," Ric says. '1've 
over layer upon layer of chord . got some nice letters from record 
changes and variations. The companies that didn't even lis-
weaving instrumentals belie the ten to the tape. I' m just taking 
openness of experimentation. things one step at a time. There' s 
This sounds like composition, no big hurry." 
start to finish. Lackee's Magnito's tape is 
The trio includes Ric Edmis- available for $8 from Magnito 
ton on guitar and vocals; Mark ProdUction, P.O. Box 4227, Port-
Cavanaugh on bass guitar, bring- land, ME 04101. 
CLUBS 
THURSDAY 1.11 
F~om of Exp .... lon (reggae! 
ska) Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St., Porl-
land. 774-1441. 
Singapo.. Sling (rock) Geno's, 13 
Brown St, Portland. 761-2506. 
Tina & Fla.h Allen (popular vocals) 
Little Willies, 36 Market St. , Portland. 
773-4500. 
The Johnny Lynch Incident (rOCk) 
Old Port Tavem, 11 Moullon St., Porl-
land. 774-0444. 
Savoy Truffl. (rock) Moose Alley. 46 
Market 51. , Portland. 774-5246. 
Port City AII.tars (r&b) T-Bird's , 126 
N. Boyd, Portland. 773-8040. 
Broadca.t.rs (rock) Spring Point Tav-
em, 175 Picken St., Portland. 767-
4627. 
Crybaby (rock) Spirils at the Manor, 
700 Main St., S . Portland. 774-6151. 
FRIDAY 1.12 
Tiger'. Baku (fusion) Raoul's. 865 
Foresl Ave., Portland. 773-6886. 
The Walk.rs and Knot. & Cros ... 
(rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial St. , 
Portland. 774-3550 . 
Brok.n M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Dan-
forth St., Portland. 774-1441 . 
The .Johnny Lynch Incident (rock) 
Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St., Port-
land. 774-0444. 
The Wild H.art. and The Whig. 
(rock) Geno's , 13 Brown St., Portland. 
761-2506. 
Floating Boat. (rock) Moose Alley, 
46 Market St., Portland. 774-5246. 
Red Light R.vu. (r&b) Holy Ghost, 
29 Exchange St., Portland. 773-0300. 
Broadca.t.rs (rock) Spring Point Tav-
ern, 175 Picken St. , Portland. 767-
4627. 
The Boyz (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 
700 Main St. , S. Portland. 774-6151 . 
Da" Toni"i 
Roy Fraz_ (jazz) Little Willies, 36 
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500. 
SATURDAY 1.13 
Doc Wat.on _ (country/acoustic) 
Raoul 's, 865 Forest Ave., Por~and. 
773~86. 
Brok.n M.n (rock) Tree Cafe, 45 Dan-
forth St., Portland. 774-1441. 
The Walk.rs and Knot. & Cro •••• 
(rock) Dry Dock, 84 Commercial SI. , 
Portland. 774-3550. 
The .Johnny Lynch InCident (rock) 
Old Port Tavem, 11 Moulton St. , Port-
land. 774-0444. 
B~ and The Tim. Balngs (rock) 
Geno's, 13 Brown St. , Portland. 761· 
2506. 
Floating Boat. (rock) Moose Alley, 
46 Market St. , Portland. 774-5246. 
Broadca.t.rs (rock) Spring Point Tav-
em, 175 Pickett St., Portland. 767-
4627. 
The Boyz (rock) Spirits at the Manor, 
700 Main St, S . Portland. 774-6151. 
Roy Fraz_ (jazz) Linle Willies, 36 
Market St. , Portland. 773-4500. 
SUNDAY 1.14 
S_n She.rln (Irish folklblues) 4 pm, 
Gritty McDuffs, 396 Fore St., Portland. 
772-2739. 
Acou.tlc Blu •• .Jam (blues) Every 
Sunday at 7 pm at Uncle Billy's, 60 
Ocean St. , S . Portland. 767-7119. 
Rockln' Vibration (reggae) Tree Cafe, 
45 Danforth St. , Portland. 774-1441 . 
Night Rock.rs (rock) Old Port Tav-
em, 11 Moulton St. , Portland. 774-
0444. 
Danl Trlbe.men (reggae) Raoul's, 
865 Forest Ave., Portland. 773~866. 
Brian .John.on (acoustic) Squire Mor-
gan's, 46 Market St. , Portland. 774-
5246. 
Headliner com.dy (comerij) T-
Bird's, 126 N. Boyd, Portland. 773-
8040. 
Blue • .Jam (blues) Geno's, 13 Brown 
St. , Portland. 761 -2506. 
conti"""d 0" P"8-16 
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PORT CITY All STARS ~ ~ FAT CITY THURS JANUARY 11 
TUES JANUARY 16 
THE HOOTERS 
$1 0 advance e $12 door 
Doors open at 8 pm 
Tickets available at 
the Record Exchange 
WED JANUARY 17 
ENUFF ZNUFF 
w/WBLM 
THURS JANUARY 18 
FRI JANUARY 19 
''THANK MAGIC IT'S FRIDAY" 
93¢ beer specials 4-7 p. 
SAT JANUARY 20 
50's and 60's ROCK ON 
Doors open at 7 
WED JANUARY 24 
CONTEMPORARY NIGHT 
Uve Band 
THURS JANUARY 25 




with TIm Ferrell 
During the past 12 years Mr. Ferrell has taught improvisational comedy at New 
York University and Julliard. He founded and directed the "Usual Suspects" 
Improv. C. and was Artistic Director of the comedy club, "Who's on First". 
This 10 week workshop begins on Saturday, January 20th" The workshop 
will explore the fundamentals of improvisational comedy, This relaxed 
partiCipatory workshop is an excellent and enjoyable way for performers 
and non-performers alike to learn improvisation while increaSing their 
, confidence and spontaneity, 
For more information call: 879-0070 
Friday, Jan. 12 





Don't miss this great evening of music 
Ticket Info. 773-6886 • Entertainment Hotline 775-2494 
LIving Tapestries: 
Elder Images and Style; 
Exercising (1/2 hr.) 
The Image Makers: 
Profiles of Artists (r) (1/2 hr.) 
Our Changing ReglDn: 
Details on a new Ride Share 
program & two of the areas new 
Municipal Managers (1/2 hr.) 
'Cross the Bay 
Story of Portland (1/2 hr.) 
Make Up Your Mind: 
Reading of a 
Vonnegut Play (r) (1 hr.) 
Programs premiere Fri . 7-10pm, 
and are repeated Sat. - Mon. 
1-4 & 7-1Opm and Tues., Wed., 
& Thurs. 9am-noon. 
Cable Channel 37 in Portland, So. Port-
land, Cape Elizabeth, Falmouth, & Scar-
borough. Channel varies in Gorham. 
rr'H'E 
T.lWP fOIL PE9{fj'l1f7{ 




11:30 am - 9 pm 
Try our daily specials. 
1/2 price pizza 4-6 pm 
1 6 c.sco Bay Weekly 
THE MOON 
c U B 
DANCING & 
MOONSHINE! 
In the Old Port 7 nights a week 
• NO COVER· 
Open every night 8 'til whenever 
Happy Hour 
Thursday & Friday 5 - 8 pm 
Cheap Lunar Specials 
• Sunday - Guys Night Out Night - Cheap shot specials for the boys -
Women allowed 
• Monday Night - Bring proof of employment from any restau-
rant, bar or hotel for $1 OFF well drinks & draft beer. 
• Tequila 'fuesday - Mega Margaritas $2.50 Cuervo Shots $1 .50. 
• Wednesday - Womens Night - Drink Specials for youz goilz. 
425 Fore Street • Old Port • 871-0663 
CQ1\/inud from 1"'8' 15 
CLUBS 
MONDAY 1.15 
Odett. (blues/folk) 8 and 10 pm at the 
Tree Cafe. 45 Danfor1h St.. Portland. 
774-1441. 
Doug Clegg (acoustic) Old Port Tav-
ern. 11 Moulton St.. Portland. 774-
0444. 
MooMtruck (the movie) Squire Mor-
gan·s. 46 Market St.. Portland. 774-
5246. 
Open .I.m (whatever) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 775-2494. 
TUESDAY 1.18 
The H_t.n (rock) T-Birds. 126 N. 
Boyd. Portland. 773-8040. 
Peter HImrn.lllllln(rock/lusion) Tree 
Cafe. 45 Danfor1h SI.. Portland. 774-
1441 . 
Blue A_t. (blues) Gritty McDuffs. 
396 Fore SI.. Portland. 772-2739. 
M ... thon (rock) Old Pon Tavem. 11 
Moulton St.. Portland. 774-0444. 
A.ndy .IudklM (comedy) Uttle Wil-
lies. 36 MarketSt. Portland. 773-4500. 
WEDNESDAY 1.17 
c • ..,. Wlttn.r & M.rguolrlt • .Iun-
nom.n (vocals) Little Willies, 36 
Market St. Portland. 773-4500. 
Enuff Z'Enuff (rock) T-Bird's. 126 N. 
Boyd. Ponland. 773-8040. 
Aod LIght A.vue (r&b) Raoul·s. 865 
Forest Ave .• Portland. 773-6886. 
M ... thon (rock) Old pon Tavern. 11 
Moulton SI.. Ponland. 774-0444. 
Open Mlk. NIght (rock) Geno·s. 13 
Brown St. . Portland. 761-2506. 
UPCOMING 
The Cult Brathen (rock) Jan 19. 
Tree Cafe. 45 Danfor1h SI.. Portland. 
774-1441. 
Sholly Thunder (raplreggaelhip-hop) 
Jan 25. Tree Cafe. 45 Danforth St. 
Portland. 774-1441. 
DANCING 
Z_tz.31 Forest. Portland. Thu: house 
music and new music; Fri: Post Mod-
em - all ages; Sat: latest dance music; 
Sun: request night; Tue: Hip House - all 
ages. 773-8187. 
Tho M_n, 425 Fore St.. Portland. 
Open nigh~y, 8 pm on .. . No cover. 
871-0663. 
Contradenc. with Shonenlg._ 
Jan 13,8:30 pm at Newbegin Gym. Rt. 
202 in Gray. All dances taught. Begin-
ners and singles are welcome. Admis-





Bill St.l_ (folk) 7:30 pm in the Ken-
nebunk High School Auditorium. Tick· 
ets are $6 and $4 for students and 
seniors. For more information. call 9B5-
4343. 
SATURDAY 1.13 
Bill Morrl ... y (acoustic blues) 8 pm. 
Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM pon-
land. Tickets are $6 in advance, $8 at 
the door. and $3 for children. Advance 
tickets available at Amadeus Music, 
Buckdancer's Choice and Gallery 
Music in Portland. For more informa-
tion. call the P~and Folk Club at 773-
9549. 
LIght .nd Muet.rd Seed Choir 
(conlemporary Christian) 7 pm, First 
Lutheran Church, 132 Auburn St., 
Portland. Free will donations will be 
taken. 
L. Peter Callender and Photo/David A . Rodgers 
David Toney In a scene 
from "Slzwe Banslls Dead." 
Theater from South Africa 
"sizwe Bansi is Dead" and 
''The Island" by Athol Fugard 
serve to remind viewers that some 
walls have yet to come tumbling 
down. In the midst of a giddy 
world amazed by the vast changes 
in Eastern Europe, it's business 
as usual on the southern tip of the 
dark continent. 
UnderthedirectionofLizDia-
mond, Portland Stage Company' s 
production of these intense one-
acts comes to life. The riveting 
performances of the extraordi-
nal)' actors, L. Peter Callender 
and David Toney, are enough to 
hold an audience spellbound, 
even in the slightly overheated 
theater. 
"sizwe Bansi is Dead" focuses 
on the humiliation of the South 
African pass laws, which require 
every Mrican man or woman to 
carry a reference book containing 
information on employment and 
taxes. Police were authorized to 
check the books at random. The 
laws prevented Mricans, who 
were regulated to Homelands in 
the rural parts of South Africa, 
from moving to white-dominated 
MI6-eo..t .J.zz Socl.ty Third Binh-
day Pany at the New Meadows I nn in 
West Bath. Ed Greenwood's 17-piece 
band and Muriel Havenstein's Quanet 
perform at 7 pm ($5 admission). Pro-
gram schedule is social hour, 4:30-
5:45; buffet, 5 :45~:45 pm ; business 
meeting, 6:45-7 pm and musicat 7 pm. 
Reservations are required. For more 
information, call Don Roun at725-4226. 
SUNDAY 1.14 
Tom Pellton (folk and children's mu-
sic) 2 and 4 pm at The Center for the 
Ans at the Choa>late Church. 804 
Washington St.. Bath. Tickets are $10 
and $3.50 for children. For more infor-
mation. call 442-8455. 
Block .nd B.g.l. (classical) Block 
Ensemble performs J.S. Bach's Sinfo-
nia. Great Fugue in G minor and se-
lected Inventions, Vivaldi's Trio in G 
minor. Sca~aii1's Sonata in A major, 
Maestoso for the Water Music by 
Handel. Great Fugue in G minor by 
Jean Mouret and Suite in G major by 
Jean-Phillipe Rameau. Coffee and 
bagels are served at 10:30 am in the 
Greal Hall of the museum; concen be-
gins at 11 am at the Portland Museum 
of An, Congress Square. Portland. TICk-
ets are $4 for museum members, $6 for 
non-members and $2 for kids. Ticket 
price includes museum admission. For 
more information. call 775-6148. 
Odett. 8119 .J_h Whit. Jr. (folk! 
blues) 7:30 pm. Colby College Field 
House, Waterville. Tickets are $10 in 
advance (available at Record Ex-
change in Portland), $12 al the door. 
For reservations or more information. 
call 873-0686. 
urban areas where they might 
have found jobs. A stay of more 
than 72 hours in an urban area 
without a special permit could 
result in expulsion. sizwe Bansi 
exposes the horrible loopholes 
inherent to a system valuing 
numbers over human lives. 
''The island" refers to Rob-
ben's Island, South Africa's AI-
catrez. Some of South Africa's 
better known political prisoners 
like Nelson Mande1a are also 
there. Forced to labor under un-
imaginable conditions, ''The is-
land" begins slowly by showing 
prisoners and cellmates John 
(Callender) and Winston ([oney) 
diggingintoa beach whiledrurns 
beat wildly in the background. 
The opening night perform-
ance got a well-deserved stand-
ing ovation. This is a production 
that informs, sometimes with 
horror, many times with humor, 
always with glimpses of indomi-
table human spirit. It was a wise 
choice to show these plays to a 




The M6n .. nde TrIo (classical) Flute, 
viola and harp trio perform worfls by 
Debussy. Britten and Persichetti Jan 
19 at 8 pm in the Chapel, Bowdoin 
College, Brunswick. Admission is $8 
for the public. $4 for seniors . and free 
with Bowdoin I. D. Tickets are available 
at the Events Office. Moulton Union. 
For more information. call 725-3151. 
Suede (female vocalisl) Jan 20. 8 pm. 
Luther Bonney Auditorium. USM pon-
land. TICkets are $9 in advance. $10at 
the door. Advance tickets are avaJiable 
at Amadeus Music, Whole Grocer and 
Entrll Nous in Portland, McBean's 
Music in Brunswick. 
STAGE 
Slzw. B .... I I. De.d and The I. 
lend Two South Ahica plays by Athol 
Fugard. John Kani and Winston Nt-
shona performed by !he Portland Stage 
Company through Jan 21. Perform-
ances are Tue-Thu at 7:30 pm. Fri at 8 
pm, Satat5 pm, Sunat2pm. For ticket 
information, call 774-0465. 
Androc'" .nd tho Lion The Chil-
dren's Theatre of Maine returns with a 
performance Aesop's fable Jan 13. 20 
and 27 at lOam al Luther Bonney Au-
ditorium, USM Portland. Tickets are $4 
at the door. For more information, call 
854-()38Q. 
Anlm.1 F.rm Adaptation of George 
Orwell's political satire of Stalin's totali-
tarianism performed by the Theater 
Project of Brunswick Jan 11-28. Per-
formances are Thu at 7 pm. F ri-Sat at 
8 pm and Sun at 2 pm. For more infer:-
malion. call 729-a584. 
The .leck Experlenc.: A C..,. For 
WortcI Poec. Aclress and singer Lad-
jameya performs a program of theatre. 
song and dance drawn from the writ-
ings and works of American blacks 
from slavery to modem times Jan 13,7 
pm at St. Luke's Cathedral. Stale St, 
P~and. Music lor harp and 12·string 
guitar performed by Elizabeth Ross 
and Allyn Fenn. Free and open to the 
public. For more information. call 773-
3170. 
AucIIUoM for "Slngln' In the A.ln" 
produced by the Portland Lyric Theatre 
will be held Jan 14-15 at 7:30 pm at the 
Cedric Thomas Playhouse. 176 Saw-
yer St.. S. Portland. Pans for singers. 
dancers and actors - 16 men and 10 
women. People should come prepared 
to read, sing or dance. ShowopensApr 
20. For more information. call 799-
1421. 
Oran"'. Musical by Thomas Power 
and Larry 'Flash· Allen about a female 
pirate of the 16th century. Benefit per-
formances to raise money to send the 
troupe to the American College The-
atre Festival Regionals in Providence, 
R.1. Jan 18-20 at 8 pm. Jan 20-21 at 4 
pm at Russell Hall. USM Gorham. 
Tickets are $10 for the public. $6 for 
seniors and students. For more infor-
mation. call 780-5483. 
D.nc. Works In Progro.. The 
dance-theater group Berg, Jones and 
Sarvis perform works in progress and a 
new piece by New York choreographer 
Debra WamerJan 18-21 at Mad Horse 
Theater, 955 Forest Ave., Portland. 
Periormances ara Thu-Sal at 8 pm. 
'sun at 4 pm. For ticket information. call 
773-5073. 
The Wlz.rd of 011 Sing-a-Iong video 
presentation with Bridges, Maine's les-
bian and gay chorus. Jan 20. 8-10 pm 
at the First Parish Church Parish Hall. 
425A Congress St., Ponland. Tickets 
ara $3. People dressed as Oz charac-
ters and Munchkins under 12 are 
admitted for $1 . For more information, 
call 883-6934, 
Tho.t.r CI..... taught by Frans 
Rijnbout at Mad Horse Theatre. Spon-
taneous discovery of se~-expression. 
using dramatic movement. improvisa-
tion. gesture. mime and other theater 
I8chniques. Course issix Tuesday eve-
nings, 7-8:30 pm. beginning Jan 30 at 
Mad Horse Theatre, 955 Forest Ave., 
Portland. Cost is $60. For more infor-
mation, call 879-0082. 
Cont.r for P.rform.nc. Studl •• 
begins a new session of classes Jan 15 
at the Po~and Performing Ans Cenler. 
25 A Forest Ave., Portland. Classes 
include beginning through advanced 
acting. voice. comedy. Shakespeare 




COngr08. Squ ... Gell • .,.. 594 Con-
gress St.. Portland. New worfls by Jill 
Hoy and Raben Pollian Jan 12-Feb 12. 
Opening reception Jan 12, 5:30 pm. 
Hours: Mon-Satl0am-5pm. 774-3369. 
Artl.t. In C.I.b .. tlon 0' M.rtln 
Luthor King Exhibit and sale to 
benefit the Friendship House home-
less shelter and the Bishop Tutu Schol-
arship Fund sponsored by the Maine 
Project on Southern Ahica Jan 13-21 
al St. Luke's Cathedral. State St.. 
Portland. Opening reception Jan 13.2-
6 pm. Hours: Sun-Thu 1-5 pm. Fri-Sat 
1-9 pm , Sun 1-2 pm. 775-4460. 
Ilem.nt. C.II • ..,.. 56 Maine S~ Brun-
swick. 'Furniture Makers.· group show 
of contemporary and traditional furni-
ture and accessories by Maine wood-
workers and other anists Jan 13-MarS. 
Opening reception Jan 13, 5-7 pm. 
Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am~ pm. Sundays 
by appointment 729-1108. 
USM Art c.n • .,.. Gorham. 'Brazilian 
Naive An,· featuring 40 primitive paint-
ings by eight Brazilian anists recog-
nized as masters of the genre Jan 21-
Feb 15. Opening reception Jan 18. 4~ 
pm. Gallery is open Sundays. 12-4 pm. 
780-5409. 
.Jurl.d Photography Exhib~ Color 
and black-and-white photography Jan 
12-Feb 3 at the Chocolate Church, 814 
Washington St.. Bath. Opening recep-
tion Jan 19,5-7 pm; gallery walk and 
critique of prints will be held at 4 pm. 
Hours: Tue-Fri 10 am-4 pm; Sat 12-4 
pm. 442-8455. 
AROUND TOWN 
Portlend MUMum 0' Art Seven Con-
gress Square, P~and. Hours: Tue-
Sat. 10-5; Sun. 12-5; Free on Thursday 
evenings. 5-9. Traditions in American 
Landscape (through Mar 11); Miniature 
Inkwells (through Feb 12). Great 
American Comics: 100 Years of Car-
toon An. an exhibit of approximately 
100 original comic strips drawings, 
learsheets and other artifacts (through 
Feb 18). 775~148. 
AlNtcue o.n • ..,.. 44 Exchange St., 
Portland. Lee Marracdni Stacked Rings 
onexhibitthrough Jan 15. Hours: Mon-
Wed 10 am~ pm, Thu-Sat at 10 am-9 
pm. 772-4880. 
Albert.'. Cof •• 21 Pleasant St, Port-
land. Drawings by Andres Verzosa 
through Jan 31. 774-0016. 
Berrldo" GoII.,.... 26 FreeSt, Port-
land. Selected new worfl by gallery 
artists through Jan 27. Also 19th and 
eariy20th paintings. Hours: Mon-Fri 10 
am-4 pm. Sat 12-4 pm. 772-5011. 
B.yvI.w C.II • ..,.. 75 Market St.. Port-
land. Contemporary impressionist 
paintings by Portland anist Douglas 
Howe through Jan 27. 773-3007. 
C.,. Alw.p. 47 Middle St.. Portland. 
New works on wood by Carol Foster 
through Feb 6. 774-9399. 
Co .. t.1 Works Exhibit of watercolors 
and paintings by Suzanne Bourassa 
through Jan 28 at Coastal Computer 
Center, 487 Forest Ave., Portland. 
Ev .... C.II • .,., 7 Pleasant St.. Port-
land. Platinum and Palladium prints by 
Jed Devine through Feb 10. Hours: 
Tue-Fri 10 am~ pm. Sat 11-5. 879-
0042. 
Croonhut C.II.rI .. , 146 Middle St. 
Portland. Original anworfl by local an-
ists Anne Gresinger. Connie Hayes. 
Chris Nielsen. Jane Dahmen, Peyton 
Higgison and Jo Spiller. Other gallary 
artists include Kalje Oxman, Thomas 
McKnight. Jim Petchkiss and Theo-_ 
dore Jeremenko. Show continues 
through Feb 28. Hours: Mon-Sat 10:30 
am-5:30 pm. 772-2693. 
P.y .. n C.II • ..,. 0' Art, Westbrook 
College. 716 Stevens Ave .• Ponland. 
Selections from the Westbrook Col-
lege Photography Collection and Se-
lections from the Permanent Collec-
tion through Feb 11. Hours: Tue-Fri 10 
am-4 pm (Thu until 9). Sat-Sun 1-5 pm. 
797-9546. 
St.ln C.II.ry Cont.mpor • .,. 
CI •••• 20 Milk St., Portland. Glass 
anwork by Roben Willson through Feb 
28. Moo-Sat 11 am·5:30 pm, Closed 
Tue and Sun. n2-9072. 
USM Portl.nd 'The Southwest: Three 
Views,' features the silver print pho-
tography of Jane Gilben, as well as Pat 
Hardy's and Gena Werfel's interpreta-
tions of this region in their paintings 
through Feb 2 at the AREA Gallery in 
Campus Center. Hours: Mon-Sat 10 
am-9 pm. Sun 12-5 pm. 780-4090. 
OUT OF TOWN 
Attomoy Goneral'. Offtc. c.n • .,. 
Sp.c • • StateOIfice Building. 6th Roor. 
Augusta. Paintings by Sandy Gregor 
through Feb 2. Hours: Mon-Fri 9 am-5 
pm. 289-2724. 
B.t •• College M_ 0' Art "Italy: 
One Hundred Years of Photography· 
through Mar 9 at the Olin Ans Center, 
Bates College. Lewiston. Hours: Tue-
Sal 10 qm-4 pm; Sun 1-5 pm. Closed 
Dec 21.Jan 1. 786-6158. 
.owdoln Collotgo, Brunswick. 'Albre-
cht Durer: The Ufe of the Virgin." con-
tinues through Jan 21 at the Museum 
oj An. Hours: Tue-Sat 10 am-4 pm. 
Sun 2-5 pm. 725-3275. Photographs 
by Brunswick resident Sally K. Butcher 
through Feb in Lancaster Lounge, 
Moulton Union. Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick. 725-3151. 
Icon Contempora.,. Art. 19 Mason 
SI.. Brunswick. Exhibit features works 
by Veronica Benning. Tom Chapin. Ed 
Douglas, Raben Hamilton, Seaver 
LesHe, Dean Richardson and Monle 
Smith through Jan 19. Hours: Mon-Fri 
10 am·5 pm. or by appointment. 442-
8128. 
Covomor'. Offtc. Gen • ..,. Sp.c., 
State Capitol Building, Augusta. Paint-
ings by the winners of the 1989 Wildlife 
An Competition through Feb 2. Hours: 
Moo-Fri 9 am-5 pm. 289-2724. 
Tholllll. Memort.l L1br • .,.. 6 Scott 
Dyer Rd., Cape Elizabeth . Paintings by 
Ron Welch and sculptures by Michaef 
Danko through Jan 20. Hours: Mon. 
Wed. Fri-Sat 9 am-5 pm; Tue and Thu 
9 am-9 pm. 799-1720. 
USM Seco-BlcIcIoford Cont ••• Mill 
2, Saco Island. Landscape and still life 
watercolors by Carol Hayes of Ken-
nebunkport through Jan 31. Hours: 
Mon-Thu 8 am-9:30 pm, Fri 8 am-4:30 
pm. Sal 9 arn-12 noon. 282-4111. 
amlmud on pog. 18 
• • •• • ••• 
lliEREDUGHTREVUE 
&20 
Happy Hour 4-6 Mon,-Fri, 
on the waterfront 
in the Old Port 
84 Commercial Street 
. ;. . 
'-" "~'~->'~ 
<C>  --c;::::;: 
""'" A Mexican Restaurant 
& 
Watering Hole 
Union Station Plaza 
Fabulous Food • Marqaritas 
from south of the border from out ~ this world 
OPEN 7 DAYS 4 PM - Happy Hour Mon, to Fri. 
242 St. John St., Union Sta. Portland 874-6444 
• TiD Juan's CONCORD, NH • Margarita's ORONO, ME 
Undoubtedly 
Portland's rmest pizza 
10 Minute Express Lunches 
Mon. Chicken Parmigiana 
Tues. Shrimp Scampi 
$3.95 
$4.50 
Wed. Veal Parmigiana $4.50 
Thurs. Eggplant Parmigiana $3.95 
Fri. Braccole $3.95 
BRUNO'C3~~~ U 773-3530 






THURS. JAN 11· S3 
From NaShvl~8. TN 
FREEDOm OF 
EXPRESSION 
Mo'.~r ~, BIMI 
CMJ sez "One , -.." 
of the 10 best ~ 
SKA Bands in 
USA" ~ 
FRI& SAT· JAN 12 & 13 
~ 
5ROK~mEN 
SUNDAY· JAN 14 
Celebrate A Holiday Eve With 
ROCKIN'VIBRATION 
MONDAY· JANUARY 15, 1990 
Martin Luther King Day 
ODETTA 
2 shows 6 & 10 
Tickets $10,00 






SLAID CLEAVES, THE MOXIE 
$5.00 Price of Admission 
includes 2 complimentary 
champagne cocktails 
rHUfiS • JAN 18 ,"3 
. Fr6m B~tlll'lgton [~ .•.. 
D49-' "OLLOW 
Hear this new sensa!lon • 
Little Feat, Dead,Orlglnais 
FRI. JAN 19 ' $5 
BLUE OYSTER 
CULT BROTHERS 
The New Rap Queen of Dance 






1 • CAscb &y Wukly 
One of Portland's Precious Metal! 
SINGAPORE SLING -#;!I"'IIUf-
The Absolute Raw Rock H' Roll of 
• THE WILD HEARTS 
THE WHIGS SATURDAY 1113 
Our own BROOD 
SUNDAY 1/14 
P. M. PRE SEN T S 
CHRIS Cl.PPAC1C 
BRIAN'RITTERSHAUS BILL BARRffi 
SCOTT RITTAl GLENN BURNHAM 






e>®~'iJMl[h]® ~1lW~®[h]11 ®~~iJ(]§~1t~r;:l 
l1 )~ III "l1 KI MJIM,\ OA, \1 U~ IC 11 I KC<..-ruK I\ND~O~D l1(" l] R 
-Your children wz1llove it! And so will you! 
SA'.l'URDAY, JANUARY 27, 2 PM 
PORTLAND CITY HALL AUDITORIUM 
Adults $10 Student/ Child $4 
Family offuur (includes at least I adult) $20 
jaa. 1l Hay Ghait -Pathnd 
jaa. 13 P<X1Iand Oub (e'It.) - Private 
}alr.17 Raoul's Dance Party 
]an. 19120 Dry Doci -Portland 
jaa. 24 Raoul's Dance Party 









Raoul's Dance Party 
Eagle ... Hoose • jacison, NH 
NatimI Yadll Cooventioo -Newpat. RI 
Raw's Dance Party 
Breuoo~ 
Winners of 4 Maine Musk Awards! 
Every Wed. Night is Ladies Night at Raoul's with !he 
Red Light Revue - Ladies Admitted Freel 
Now booking waldlop and COf'por.Ue parties for SprinK a 1I1UIIIDa'. 
Speciallzing in Weddings, Corpo~te &: Private Punctions and Nightclubs. 
CALL 2 
continJied from page 17 
ART 
OTHER 
COMMIX: Mixing T~th.r Words 
.nd PIcture. Art Spiegelman, crea-
tor of 'Maus: A Survivor's Tale: dis-
cusses his .work in relation to the his-
tory of comics Jan II , 7:30 pm at the 
Portland Museum of Art, Congress 
Square. Free and open to the public. 
For more information, call n5-0148. 
Gre.t Amertc.n Comic. Gallery 
talk on the exhibit will be given Jan 11 
at 5:15 pm and Jan 12 at 12:30 pm at 
the Portland Museum of Art, Congress 
Square. Talks are free with museum 
admission. For more information, call 
, 775-0148. 
hp.rmIIldng Womhop Learn to 
make handmade paper while explor-
ing the elements of collage Jan 12-16 
at the 20 Danforth Streel Studio, Port-
land. $150 includes all materials. 
Contact Libby Lyman at 761 -2500. 
.. 1.ctloM from the W •• tbrook 
College Photog"""'r Con_tlon 
Gallery talk by curator of the exhibit 
Stephen Halpert Jan 18, 7:30 pm at the 
Joan Whitney Payson Gallery, 716 
Stevens Ave., Portland. Free and open 
to the public. For more information, call 
797-9546. 
AbstNct INOlnt.r Allc. St.lnNrdt 
shows slides and discusses her work 
Jan 19, 7:30 pm at the Maine's Writers 
Center, 190 Mason St. , Brunswick. 
Program is sponsored by the UMVA 
and is free and open to the public. For 
more information, call 729-6333. 
M.lne Am C-I •• lon Artl.t In 
R .. ldenc. Prognom The program 
provides partial funding for programs 
using artistswhoworkaminimumof 10 
days in the schools or non-profit or· 
ganizations. In most cases, funding will 
be for up to one half of the artists fee , 
plus travel and materials. Application 
deadine for the program is Feb 4 . 
Applicants are requires to discuss their 
applications with Arts Commission staff 
members before deadline. Call 289-
2724 for more information. 
Specl.1 Project. In Art. Education 
Program oHered by the Maine Arts 
Commission in collaboration with the 
Dept. of Educational and Cultural Serv-
ices and the Maine Alliance for Arts 
Educalion. The Commission is seek-
ing proposals in the following areas: 
collaborations between schools and 
cultural institutions, professional de· 
velopment in the arts for teachers and 
curriculum development Deadline for 
grants proposals is Mar 31. For a copy 
of the guidelines, and to discuss the 
proposal, contact Nancy Salmon or 
Sharon Ta.vnshend at 289-2724. 
T.chnlc.1 A .. I.t.nc. Or.nt. 
Maine Arts Commission has designated 
$7,400 from the Services to the Field 
Program 10 provide lechnical assis-
tance for arts administrators and arts 
organizations. Grant assistance will be 
provided on a first-<:eme, first·serve 
basis. For more information, call 289-
2724. 
SENSE 
... t 1I.lIIIg_nt Pntctlcea for 
II • .,. A.ltcultlll'lli Produc_ 
New guide for farmers published by the 
University of Maine Cooperative Ex-
tension deals with soil and water qual-
ity, and sound conservation practices. 
An afternoon workshop 10 discuss the 
n_ guide is being oftered Jan 1" 1-3 
pm at the USDA SerYica Center, 1 A 
Karen Dr, 011 County Rd., Westbrook. 
For more information, call Paul Hersey 
at 871-9247. 
American landscapes In 
many shapes and forms 
At first glance, "Traditions In 
American Landscape" at Portland 
Museum of Art through March 11 
may seem like just another Iatld-
scape exhibit. But with a wide 
variety of landscapes done in a 
multitude of different media, !his 
show exhibits quite a distinct and 
infonnative collection. 
Not only does it include many 
works by well-known national 
landscape artists, but the curators 
sought to include several Maine 
artists. Artists such as N.C. and 
Andrew Wyeth and Neil Welliver, 
as well as Lisa Allen, Chris Heil-
man and Joyce Roessler, are in· 
c1uded. 
Landscape painting began with 
the Greeks and Romans, but was 
given up for the depiction of reli-
gious imagery. Many years later it 
made a comeback. In America, i t 
really took off in the late 18th cen-
tury. Land was an easy subject for 
the Americans to depict, as they 
were exploring and foraging it. 
No other medium was as com· 
mon at the time. 
The show begins with tradi-
tional depictions of the land. Rep-
resentations of seascapes and 
pastures at dawn looked to Euro-
pean styles for guidance and are 
easy to appreciate. 
Later in the 19th century, the 
impressionist style was appropri-
ated. Previously, as part ofthe Eu-
ropean tradition, much of the 
painting of landscapes had been 
done within the confines of the 
studio. But soon, artists began to 
move outdoors, and the concern 
with the effects oflight became in-
Amn •• t,. Int.m.tlon.1 Monthly 
meeting to discuss group activities for 
1990s Jan II , 7 pm al Woodfords Con-
gregational Church, 202 Woodfords 
St., Portland. For more information, 
call 874-2351 . 
Comput.r Aided Dealgn Maine Sur-
veyors' Service, Inc. and Solutions 
Computer Center will conduct a serl9s 
of Computer Aided Design (CAD) and 
Civil Engineering Software seminars 
this winler. Seminars will be held in 
locations throughout northern N.E., 
including Yarmouth. For more informa-
tion, call 846-5143. 
Portl.nd sun Order Free public 
classes are oHered on Sundays, 6:30-
8 pm at 232 St. John 51., Portland (use 
back door of the building) . "The Divine 
Manner" (Hayat) is the topic Jan 14. 
Two South Afrtc.n PI.,. Curtain 
Call Discussion with members of the 
cast and artistic staff of Portland Stage 
Company's production of 'Sizwe Bansi 
Is Dead" and'The Island" after the Jan 
14 matinee al Portland Performing Arts 
Center, 25A ForestAve., Portland. Free 
and open 10 the public. For information 
on discussion times, call n4-0465. 
H.brew CI ..... for Adult. Con-
gregetion Bet Ha'am oHersa live-week 
course taughl by 0r1y Biggie, director 
of Bel Ha'am's religious school. Cost is 
$25 for non-members, $18 for Bet 
Ha'am members. The course is open 
to the public and not jusl those of the 
Jewish faith. Congregation Bet Ha'am 
is located at 11 Wescott Rd., S. Port· 
land. For more information, call 879-
0028. 
M.klng Your Own Grow Light 
Winter gardener workshop covers in-
formation to people starting seeds in 
their home this spring Jan 16, 7 pm in 
Room 140 P RVTC in Portland. The 
workshop is free and open to the pub-
lic. To regisler or for information on 
upcoming garden programs oHered by 
the University of Maine Cooperative 
Extension Service, call 780-4205. 
Kennebec River Lecture ....... 
"The People Who Came to Sattle on 
Her Banks' Lecture given Jan 16, 5 :45 
pm at the Maine Maritime Museum, 
243 Washington St, Bath. Admission 
is $6 for museum members, $B for non-
members. For more information, call 
443-1316. 
ACGeantl Lecture and slide presenta· 
tion on the urban laboratory designed 
by the architect Paolo Soleri, whi<:h 
blends architecture with ecology Jan 
17, 7:31) pm in Beam Classroom, Vis-
ual Arts Center, Bowdoin College, 
Brunswick and Jan 18, 7 pm in 113 
Masterton Hal, USM Portland. Free 
and open 10 the public. For more infor-
mation, call 774-4559. 
fectious. In "Untitled Landscape," 
by Childe Hassam, the artist was 
quick to adopt this. Theturn to the 
en plein air style is also described in 
Winslow Homer's "Artist's 
Sketching in the White Moun· 
tains." Three painters, seated at 
easels are depicted outlining the 
landscape under an ominous sky. 
Enteringthe2Othcentury,N.C. 
Wyeth's 'The Doryman Port 
Oyde," offers a precise depiction 
of an utterly Maine scene. Charles 
Marion Russell's bronze sculpture, 
"Buffalo Hunter," executed in the 
spirit o f. Frederic Remington, 
shows an Indian on horseback 
about to sla ytwo buffalo. Thepiece 
is alive with action. 
Will Barnet offers a cool depic-
tion of winter in Maine, a season 
not often tackled in landscape 
painting. "Winter Sky" is austere 
and almost evil, with a hint of 
Japanese influence. Stuart Davis' 
"New York-Paris No. 2," shows a 
usual pop / funk depiction of city 
life in an ambiguity of angles and 
subject matter, while Richard Estes 
"D Train," is an amazing. realist 
silkscreened depiction of an empty 
New York subway. The pristine 
scene hardly seems recognizable. 
The pieces in the show span 
many different media - sculpture, 
painting. ceramics, and prints - in 
many individual styles; realist, 
surrealist, and abstract; depicting 
urban and rura1landscapes. The 
show is well organized, and it is 
easy and interesting to follow the 
evolution of the landscape tradi-
tion in this show. 
From TolI.t to Tide Friends of Casco 
Bay presents a talk about the trip 'sink 
to shining sea and aU the fascinating 
stops in between" given by Merk Jor-
dan, one of Portland Water Districfs 
Chief Engineers, Jan 18, 7:30 pm al 
Portland Friends Meetinghouse, 1837 
Forest Ave., Portland. For more infor-
mation, call 767-4120. 
Preaumpacot RIv.r W.tch M_t-
Ing Topics to be discussed include site 
selection, school involvemenl, status 
of fundraising efforts and more Jan 18, 
7 pm at the Barron Center, Brighton 
Ave. at Exit8, Portland. For more infor-
mation, call n4·2623. 
Fur tNpplng is the subject of a debate 
between Prof. David Knupp and Dan 
McCallister of the Maine Trapper's 
Association and Judy Kaiser of Maine 
Citizens for Trapping Reform Jan 18, 7 
pm al the Swedenborgian Church, 302 
Stevens Ave, Portland. FollOWing the 
debate, participants will respond to 
questions from the audience. $2 dona-
tion is requested. For more informa-
tion, call 772-8277. 
G_NI Theologlc.1 Cent.r Rev. 
Dr. James Reese, director of the Ra· 
cial Ethnic Ministry Unit of the United 
Presbyterian Church, will speaks at the 
Annual Meeting of the General Theo-
Iogicaf Center of Maine. The general 
public is invited to attend the meeting 
and lecture Jan 18, 7·9 pm at the 
Center, 159 Slate St, Portland. For 
more information, call 874-2214. 
An Author'. Luncheon Portland 
Symphony Orchestra's Women's Com-
minee presents guest speaker Jane 
Weinberger, author and publisher, Jan 
18, 12 noon at the Marriott Hotel, S. 
Portland. Reservations are $25 and 
may be made by sending a check to 
M.J. Lamed, 64 Neal St, Portland, 
04102, by Jan II . Proceeds will benefit 
the PSO. 
Suat.lllllbl. Agltculture Nin&-ses-
sion course covers farming systems, 
soillertility, cropping systems and more 
begins Jan 23 at Bowdoin College, 
Brunswi<:k. People may attend one or 
more of the scheduled sessions. Cer· 
tificates will be presented to people at-
tending at least six of the nine ses-
sions. There is no fee for participating. 
To receive a copy of the course sched-
ule, write Sustainable Agriculture 
Shortcourse, Cumberland County Ex-
mnsion Office, 96 Falmouth St., Port· 
Iand,04103. 
Southworth .... net.rlum Astron-
omy Shows Fri-Sun at 7 pm; Laser 
Sha.vs Fri-Sun at 8:31) pm. Admission 
is $3 for actJlts, $2 for students and 
children (no children under 5). Wed· 
nesday afternoon program tor students 
of all ages, 3:30-5:30 pm, $2. For more 
information, can 780-4249. 
WELL 
NESS 
Outright Support group for gayllesbian 
young people, 22 and younger, meets 
weekly. For more information, call n4-
HELP or 774-TALK. 
Support Group for ".Nted .nd 
DlYorced Peopl. 35 and over. For 
more information, call934-16920r892-
4407. 
CentNI Am.rlc.n h.c. Schol-
.Nhlp ProgNm 10 Costa Rican 
students aged 15-19 need host homes 
for nine months, June 10-Feb 24. The 
students will be enrolled in school and 
be participating in 4-H activities. Stu-
dents will be provided with school, 
clothing and personal allowance and 
host families are eligible for a $50 per 
month tax deduction. For more infor-
malion, call the University of Maine 
extension office at 780-4205. 
E.tlng Dlaorden ProgNmdesigned 
for counselors, advisors and others in 
the dietary manegement field covers 
the problems of bulimia, anorexia and 
other eating disorders Jan 16, l :30-3 
pm at the Culinary Arts Rotunda, SMTC 
Campus, South Portland. Workshop is 
free of charge and open to the general 
public. For more information , call 799-
7303. 
Smok.N Anonymoua meeting Mon-
days, 7-8:30 pm at the People's Build-
ing, 155 Brackett St., Portland. Spon-
sored by the Portland West Neighbor-
hood Planning Council. For more infor-
mation, call 775-0105. 
A.R. T .S. Anonymoua (Artists Recov-
ering through the Twelve Steps) meets 
Mondays, 7 pm at the Reiche Commu-
nity Center, Brackett St., Portland. 
MADD W_klr Victim Support 
Group Survivors, theirfamilies and all 
whose lives have been changed dra-
matically al the hands of a drunk driver 
may share the emotional aftermath of 
such a crime with olhers of the same 
experience. The group meets Thurs-
days, 7 pm at the MADD office, 9 
Deering St., Portland. For more infor-
mation, call n3-MADD. 
R.pe CrI.l. Center is training volun-
teers for their 24-hour hottine. Volun· 
teers receive SO hours of training in 
crisis intervention and sexual assault 
awareness, ongoing training and suo 
pervision, participate in monthly advo-
cate meetings, and are part of a center 
providing support to survivors of sex-
ual assault and their significant others. 
Daytime volunteer training begins Jan 
23. Evening training begins Mar 19. 
For rnore information, call n4-3613. 
Authentic Moy_nt Womhop 
with master teacher and improvisa-
tional performer Susan Schell Jan 13, 
1-5 pm at Ram Island Dance studio, 
25A Forest Ave., Portland. Authentic 
movement is the movement of the self 
experienced through the body. Cost is 
$20. To regisler, call n3-2562. 
H •• lth SC .... nl... Health Promo-
tion Program of Community Health 
Services sponsors adult health screen-
ing for diabetes, anemia, colorectal 
cancer, high blood pressure and cho-
lesterol. Time permitting, two or more 
tests per person are available. Dona-
tion. Date, time and locations are as 
follows : Jan 17,9:30-11:30 am in the 
Community Building, Windham; Jan 
22, 1-3 pm in Ta.vn Hall, Scarborough 
and Jan 31 ,9 :30-11 :30 am at St. Anne's 
Church, Gorham. For more informa-
tion, call n5-7231 ext. 551. 
HELP 
The F.mllr Crial. Shelt.r provides 
weekly women's support groups in 
Portland and Brunswick offering mu· 
tual support and education for women 
who are and have experienced vio-
lence in their relationships. For loca-
tions and meeting times, call FCS at 
874-1197. 
DIYorced or RemllrrI.d F.theN' 
Group 12-week counseling group 
focusing on helping people cope with 
separation, divorce orremarriege proc-
ess and leam new w<rJs to co-parent 
and maintain and strengthen relation-
ships with their children Thursdays, 7. 
8:30 pm, Jan II-Mar 29 at the Family 
Transition Center, 333 Lincoln 51., 
Saco. For more information, call 282-
7504 ext. 254. 
T_nage Women'. Support Group 
meet every Wed, 6-7:30 pm. For more 
information, call Ilene or Lisa at 865-
1355 days. 
M.nt.1 lllne .. Hurts socially, emo-
tionally and financially. If you could 
need help, information, training, orother 
support because of a family member 
who has a metal illness, please call you 
local Alliance for the Mentally III sup-
port group, or the Maine Bureau of 
Mental Health at 289-4230. 
Dlvorc. Pel'8pectly .. is a group for 
people considering or facing problems 
of a divorce or breakup of a relation-
ship. The group meets every Wednes-
day - 52 weeks a year - at 7:30 pm at 
Woodlords Congregational Church, 
202 Woodfords St., Portland. Donation 
is $1.50. 
WINGS Single P.rent Support 
Group meets Thursdays, 7-9 pm at 
the Community Center, South Port-
land Gardens, MacArthur Circle, S. 
Portland. For more information, call 
772·2287. 
The Portl.nd COIIlltion for the 
hrchl.trlc.11y L.8beled offers a 
weekly writing circle for all interested 
mental health consumers. The group 
meets every Friday at 1 pm and is 
working ta.vards publishing a collec-
tion of poetry and prose called 'Hands 
of Love: The Coalition Office is lo-
cated at 142 High St, Suite 501 , Port-
land. For more information, call Cath-
erine Sears at n2-2208. 
Credit CO ...... llng Cent.N, Inc. 
is a non-profit family financial counsel-
ing center. The counselors provide pro-
fessional counseling to families need-
ing guidance in money management, 
in family budgeting, and in the wise use 
of credit. In cases where over exten· 
sion of indebtedness is the major prob· 
lem, the agencywill altempllo workout 
a proper program of orderly debt re-
payment. In so doing, the egency rec-
ognizes both the needs of the family 
and the requirements of creditors and, 
when necessary, utilizes other public 
and private resources. For a confiden-
tial interview, call 878-2874 or 1-800-
882-2227. 
R .. olv. Support network for infertile 
people sponsors workshops and sup-
port groups. For more information, 'call 
774-4357 or 846-4379. 
o.pr. .. IY •• nd M.nlc 0. ...... 
.Iy. Anonymou. Support and infor-
mation group meets Mondays, 7 pm at 
Woodfords Congregational Church, 
202 Woodfords St. , Portland. For more 
information, call n4·HELP. 
Young F.theN ProgNm al the 
Portland YMCA, 70 Forest Ave., offers 
a support grou p for young fathers every 
Monday at 6 pm. Educational groups 
are held on the second Tuesday 01 
each month. For more informa~on , call 
Betsy at 874-1111 ext. 221 . 
Tr. ... upport is a non·profit, non-sex-
ual, social and educational peer sup-
port group for transsexuals , 
crossdressers, their families, friends 
and people interested in gender is-
sues. Meetings are held every other 
Sunday at 6 pm . For more information, 
call 854·3528 or write to Transupport, 
P.O. Box 17622, Portland 04101 . 
The AIDS ProJect, 22 Monument 
Square (fifth Hoor), Portland, lists many 
support groups around Portland for 
PWAs and the lovers, caregivers and 




01.1 for the De.f Volunteers are 
needed to place calls for deaf residents 
of Maine. All work can be done from 
your home. For more information, call 
Ingraham Volunteers at 874-1055. 
N.w Engl.nd R.h8blllt.tlon Ho •• 
plt.1 has the following volunteer posi· 
tions available: sewing assistant - two 
to four hours a week; therapeutichors&-
back walking assistant to attend riding 
sessions with patients in Gray one af· 
ternoon a week; and a co~rier to carry 
files and folders between two locations 
- Monday or Tuesday. Hospital offers 
on-the-job training, on-site pariling, free 
meals in their caleteria on days woOled 
and personal prescriptions at 10 per-
cent over hospital cost. For more infor-
malion, call the Center for Voluntary 
Action al874-1015. 
Portl.nd St.g. COmp.n,. needs 
three volunteers to file and perform 
other paperwork tasks in the Develop-
ment Department Two hours a week 
anytime Mon-Fri , 9 am-5 pm. PSC of-
lers a pair of tickets to a production 
after eighl hours of volunteer work. For 
more information, call the Center for 
Voluntary Action at 874-1015. 
a.xt.r School for the D •• f is look-
ing for a skilled poner to teach approxi-
mately five student in an eight-week 
class session. Volunteer must have 
previous experience with children and 
be willing to leam some sign language. 
Class can be scheduled for day or eve-
ning. For more information, call the 
Center for Voluntary Action at 874-
1015. 
The F.mllr Crt.l. Shelt.r, an 
abused women's advocacy project, is 
sponsoring a training program for all 
people interested in promo~ng non-
violence for all. Volunteer positions 
include court advocacy, peer counse~ 
ing in the shelter, and children's advo-
cacy. Positions are also available in 
the Bath Outreach office. Flexibility and 
sensitivity to the needs of baltered 
women and children are essential. 
Training begins Jan 29. For more infor-
mation, call 874·1197. 
FOR 
KIDS 
The Children'. The.t.r of M.lne 
will hold auditions for The Maine Youth 
Ensemble. The principal effort of the 
selected group will be a presentation of 
the Theatre's third production "How to 
Eat Uke a Child (and Other Lessons in 
Not Being a Grown·Up).' Workshop 
instruction, production rehearsal and 
performances extend over a IO-week 
period. Led by professional staff 
members. Specific experience is not 
required, but enthusiasm and desire 10 
be part of a professional theater pro-
duction are needed. Applicants mey be 
up to 12 years in age. For more infor-
mation, call 854-0389 and leave name, 
address and phone number. 
D.nc. Magic Creative movement, be· 
ginning ballel and jazz dasses for chil-
dren 4-14 years old begin in January. 
For information and registration, call 
Yarmouth Community Services at 846-
9680, Cumberland Rec. at 829-3835, 
Portland School of Ballet at 772-9671 
or Casco Bay Movers at 871-1013. 
Snow Picture. Workshop for children 
ages 3-5 Jan II , 16-19,23-25 at 10:31) 
am and 1 pm al the Children's Re-
source Center, Thompson's Poin~ 
Portland. Cost is $1 per child. To regis-
ter, call 773-3045. 
Children'. R .. ource C.nterGrand 
Re-Opening to celebrale the center's 
new location at Thompson's Point in 
Portland Jan 13, 12-4 pm. Open house 
begins with a concert by Rick Charette 
(audience is limitedto the first 50 people 
to reserve tickets). Two workshops, 
home recycling for adults and craft 
making for kids, is from 1-2 pm. The 
event con~nues with a children 's auc· 
tion at 2 pm and group games at 3 pm. 
The open house is free and open to the 
public. For more information, call 773-
3045. 
Children'. Mua.um of M.ln. Win· 
terWorkshops 'Martin Luther King Day : 
Celebrating Our Cultural DiHerences,' 
a workshop for school-ege children 
Jan 16, 3:15-4:15 pm; 'Papermaking 
Workshop,' a workshop for children 
Jan 20, 10 am-12 noon. Children'S 
Museum, 746 Stevens Ave., Portland'. 
Free with museum admission. Reser-
vations are encouraged. For more in-
formation , call 797-KITE. 
F.mllr Comput.r Work8hopa with 
Tadd Stewart For three consecutive 
Saturdays the Children's Museum, 746 
Stevens Ave., Portland, will offer two 
sessions of computer worilshops for 
families in the Museum Computer Lab, 
beginning Jan 27 at 10 and 11 am. 
Maximum attendees per session is six 
families. The course is $5 for museum 
members, $10 for non-members. For 
reservations, call 797-KITE. 
Storl .. for Kick Portland Public li-
brary (871-1700) : Mon, Wed and Fri, 
10:30 am ; Riverton Branch Library 
(797-2915): Fri, 10:30 am; Peaks Is-
land Branch (766-5540) : Wed, 10:15 
am: South Portland Public Library (799-
2204) : Fri, 10:15 and 11:15 am (3-5 
year olds); Scarborough Public Library 
(883-4723) : Wed, 10:30 am and 1 pm 
(3-5 year olds) and Tue, 6:30 pm (4-5 
year olds) ; Prince Memorial Ubrary, 
Cumberland (829-3180): Wed, 10:30 
am (2-3 year olds); Thu, 10:30 am (3-
5 year oIds). 
Fllcb for KIda Portland Public U-
brary (871-1700) : Sat, 10:30 am and 
Tue at 3:30 pm. Riverton Branch (797-
2915): ThIJ-Fri, 3:30 pm; P"eaks Island 
Branch (766-5540): Tue, 3:15 pm; 
South Portland Public Library (799-
2204): Fri, 3:30-4:30 pm. 
amlin""d on page 20 
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The intelligent 
approach to total 
, 6tne88 for the '90s. 
Achieve your New 
Yean' filne ... goa18 
the Smart Body way. 
We specialize in 
the development of 
custom workout& for 
groupo or individualo 
and teenage filne"" 
clasHeS. 
Plc~ntv of trouble-free oaJrkilllal • Open Sundays 
COMING 
, SOON! 
Beginning with our 
Feb. 8th issue, folks 
w~o advertise in our 
Person to Person 
section will have a 
"Voice Mail Box" 
where respondants 
will be able to leave 
a short verbal 
message! It's fast, 
it's easy, and it's 
safe. You'll be 
surprised at how 
inexpensive it is! 
Keep watching for 
more details. 
, ' 
· I , 
· I 
· , 
, , , 
---
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Fri. & Sat. Jan. 19-20 
DON'T GET MAD ••• GET UPSET! 




~ .... -. 
In 1989 Bud Ught climbed to the 
No.3 position in the U.S. beer 
industry and continues to 
outgain all other 
light beers in 
volume... [t seems 
hard to believe, but the 
National Football 
League championship 
game one ycar was 
played on a field that 
was only 80 yards long 
instead of 100 - and 
despite such a short 
field, there was hardly 
any scoring ... Thc title 
game of 1932 was 
scheduled for Chicago but a bliz-
zard came, and officials moved the 
game inside to an arena where the 
longest they could make the field 
was 80 yards ... The Bears won 9'(), 
with oddly enough, only one touch-
down and one safety scored on that 
short field .. . Did you koow only 
three domestic brands will 
achieve 10 million barre1slnsala 
ANOTHER 
RECORD! 
this year and Anheuser·Busch 
brews two of them - Budweiser 
and Bud Ught - which together 
aa::ountfOf' one ofev· 
ery three been sold 
lntheU.s •••• Here'san 
amazing football story 
about one of the great 
field goal kickers of all· 
time, Ourley Brickley ... 
He kicked five field 
goals, good for all the 
points, in a game in 
1913 that Harvard won 
15-5, but the amazing 
thing is that he kicked 
each of those field goals 
without being able to see the 
goalposts! He gat an eye injury early 
in the game and his vision was 
clouded throughout the contest.' But 
he stayed in, and was able to kick 
those five field goals w ithout ever 
seeing his target ••• For Super Bowl 
Sunday stock up on Budweiser 
and Bud Ught - two great beers 
from the world's best brewer -
Anheuser.Busch, inc. 
The March of Dimes' 
Snow Softball Tournament 
coming up Jan. 20-21 
Basketball for real people ETC If you are a woman 18 year or older who (1) loves to play com· 
petitive basketball, (2) lives within 
driving distance of Portland, and 
(3) is not in high school and not a 
member of a current collegiate 
team, then chances are you are 
already playing on one of the six 
teams in South Portland Parks 
and Recreation Women's Basket· 
ball League. Last Thursday night 
the 13-week season got under· 
way at South Portland's Memo-
rial Middle School, where all the 
games are played. 
Hoop enthusiasm in the NBA 
doesn't even come dose to the in-
tense and spirited plateau 
achieved by these women. Tony 
Roma's Louanne Devlin, fondly 
SPORT 
11.1_ Outdoor Adventure Club 
Upooming !rips: Skating by Moonlight 
at Deering Oaks Park Jan 12. 7 pm 
(775-2563); Downhill Skiing at 
Shawnee Peak Jan 12, 12-10pm,meel 
at mountain 01' 247-3982 to carpool; 
Snowshoeing in the Great Gulf Wilder-
ness easl of MI. Washington Jan 13-14 
(m-9831). Nighttime Cross-Country 
Skiing aI Sunday River Jan 19, 5 pm, 
meel at Maine Turnpike Exit 10 (772-
2966); Snowshoe to Carter Notch Hut 
in the White Mountains Jan 20-21, 
Hmi\9d space (761-2435). 
Sn0b811 SoftlNolI Two-day lOumament 
is a b$nefit for the Man:Il of Dimes Birth 
0e19cts Foundation Jan 20-21 al Port· 
land's Municipal ballparks. Snoball 
Softball is played on a field from which 
no snow has been removed. Partici· 
pants use fluorescent orange bases 
and softballs. Trophies will be awarded 
to the top IWO teams in each division -
men·s. women's and coed - and 1-
shirts will be given to the first 30 teams 
to register. To enller your team or 
company, call !he March of Dimes at 
871.()66(). 
nicknamed "The Mailman" 
scored half her team's points in a 
decisive opening night victory 
over Discount Tire. Local 
women's organizations are 
trying to get Louanne's title 
changed to "Letter Carrier," but 
you get the idea. 
In a league stocked with for· 
mer high school and college stars, 
you can't beat thepriceof admis-
sion (it's free) or the guaranteed 
excitement of top level recrea-
tional women's basketball south 
of Augusta. Stop by any Thurs· 
day evening between 7:30 and 
10:30 p.m. for three quality bas-
ketball games, featuring women 
who will kick your ReeOOks off. 
Mike Quinn 
Appal.chl.n MountaIn Club Janu-
ary Outings at the Pinkham Notch Camp 
in New Hampshire: Introductory Ski 
Touring" Jan 20-21; "Snowshoe Bush-
whack" Jan 20-21; ·Winter Camping" 
Jan 2&-28; "Introductory Backcountry 
Ski Touring" Jan 27-28; "Ski Touring 
Crawford Notch" Jan 27-28. For more 
infonnation on any of these won..shops, 
call the AMC at (603) 466-2727 or write 
Won..shop Seaetary, AMC, PO Box 
298, Gorham, NH 0358t. 
MQ's quotes 
of the week: 
'1'm working as fast as I can 
to get my life and my cash to run 
out at the same time. If I can just 
die after lunch Tuesday, every· 
thing will be perfect." Doug 
Sanders, former professional 
golfer. 
"Last season wecouldn'twin 
at home and we were losing on 
the road. My failure as a coach 
was that I couldn't think of any-
place e1se to play." Harry Neale, 
professional hockey coach. 
complied I>y Mike Qui"" 
FIsh Chowder Lunch_... South 
Freeport Church announces the start 
of their 1990 chowder luncheons Jan 
12. 11:30 am-I pm in the Church ves-
try. Buffet style luncheons are held the 
second and fourth Friday of the month. 
and include chowder, cole slaw, com 
bread, desert and beverage. Cost is $4 
per person; $3 for take-ool. For more 
infonnation, call 865-3659. 
Reflection .ncI Rem.mbrance 
Evening of poetry, songs, reflections 
and readings with an aecanl on area 
youth in celebration 01 Martin Luther 
King Day Jan 12, 7pm attheAMEZion 
Church, 46 SheridanSt, Portfand. Bring 
yourowncontribution;the Hoorisopen. 
For more infonnation, call n3-3170. 
MLK Celebration B ... k, •• t Com-
munity service awards and annual 
schofarship to be presented at a break· 
lasl organized by the Martin Luther 
King Day Committee Jan 15, 8 am at 
the Holiday Inn by the Bay, 88 Spring · 
St, Portland. Guest speakers include 
Alex Willingham, professor of political 
science at Williams College, Margaret 
Carey of !he Voting Rights Project in 
Adanta. General admission is $10; 
children under 12 are $5. Reservations 
accep\9d by phone through Jan 12 at 
773-3170. Tickets are available at 
Amadeus Music, Amaryllis Clothing, 
Bookland on Congress St. and 
Recordland. 
W ... th LayIng .nd C.ncllellght 
Commemoration for Martin Luther 
King Day Jan 15, 1 pm in Monument 
Square, Portland. Unity march down 
Congress St to an interfaith service at 
the First Parish Church. Free and open 
to the public. Formoreinfonnation, call 
773-3170. 
M.I_ Track Club 10th Annlv ... 
ury B.nq_t Jan 20, 5:30 pm at 
Keeley Banquet Center, Portland. All 
members and friends of !he running 
community are invited. Reservations 
are required. Cost is $15.50 per per-
son. $7.75 for children under 12. Send 
names of those attending and check 
made out to Maine Track Club to MTC 
Banquet, PO Box 8008, Portland, ME 
04014. 
by Lynda Barry 
Bvr IN tiER. B~AIN IT e-qVALS :Tf-\E.N \ 
eQUAL A LtS8 1AN, WI-II CH ALSo 
'1"'L"':;;-:i"""n'~~~~~-r--i--T~~~JSI E QUA L S; THAT NO G I R L S WI L L TAL K 
To ME AND TH~ !3o~S SHouT LE>Bo. 
I AM NOT' A LESS IAN. liE ACKER IS 
rHLINc, Tt-li UNIVERSE I AM BVT J'M 
NOT, ,oOA,( SHE 'f1)LO AT LUNC. H HOW 
\ DON'T THINK QUEERS AP-e SICK. I 
SAID QIIEEP.s ARE EGVAL TO AJlJI;IBoPY 
SECAt.ASE nlAiS M"( TRUE OPINION 
\-IE' pVi l-I!S MM AROVND ME AFiER 
~Tj- PeRloO I .rU~T LET HIM So SuE 
AcKER WOVLD see. IN A WAlj RIGHT 
NOW A 130tjF~IENO WOVLD SOI.Vf EVf~ 
TI-IING. DovG LIVES 8~ j)-\E POY\'ER 
l.tNES IN l)tE OEVELOpMENT. IS IT 
BelTeR TO Sf' II LcS&IAN oR.. A S~vT? 
I DON'T EVEN GET liow THIS' HAP-
PENED. Ti"lEN nils ONE GuY DouG 
SA';IS WANT TO PRoVE YoV/<f NOT? 
THt;N HE SA'j$ THIN(;5 ABovT BA~l.ING. 
HE' PVT \'lIS !-lAND lJNOE~ M~ SHIRT 
IF You COVLD HEAR THE POWE~LINE'S 
How TliE~ MAKE A NOIse LIKe Yov~ 
SAAIN IS ON NO CHANNE'L YOU- J\.ISi 
CLOse Yovlt. E';es AND s~e THE TV 
PIC.j'V~f OF THO~E MIL\..I ON DOTS J\JM~ 
PI NC,. I GET !-10M e AND M ~ GR.ANDtM 
IdEI.:LS I'M LATE. T'oMoRAow He'LL 
TELL ntE ..... AND I PRoMI~E I WILL. 
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real estate. for sale 
real estate. for rent 
deadline: noon Monday use coupon below or call Mark Kelleher at 775·6601 
erson to erson 
BI 31 YEAR OlD MAlI seeks bl 
or gay men for friendship. All 
races welcome. Discreet and 
honest. PO Box 9715-215, 
Portland, ME, 04104 
NEW TO PORTLAND from 
upstate NY, quality DWM, earty 
40s, trim, 6', exceptionally 
youthful and handsome, well· 
educated professional, athletic, 
funloving, active and romantic, 
looking for very attractive slim, 
non-5l11oking female COI.Ilteipart 
25-44, photo helpful. CBW Box 
584 ....... hello! 
GWM LATE 2111, tail, haven't you 
waited long enough to ansIWr an 
iKl? Double your money back (..50 
cents) ~ I'm not sincer~, caring, 
open, intelligent I love the coas~ 
exploring, travel. nature, long 
walks and down to earth people. 
Sorry, no free steak knives with 
this offer. CBW Box 581 . 
GWM 32, 5-10, 160, attractive, 
seeking o1her GWMs for mubJaily 
satisfying friendships. Write me 
your interests and fantasies. 
CBW Box 588 
AFFECTIONATE SWM 22, 5-7, 
135, average, seeking smaller 
SWF 18-22 for long term 
relationship. I'm open, honest, and 
can do my own laundry! Desire 
toondship, companionsh", good 
conversation. Do you want to be 
wined, dined, romanced? Lets 
start the New Year rightl All 
replies answered. CBW Box 589 
SINCERE SM 31, 6-1, 190, 
seeks non-smoking, clean and 
sober Portland area woman 28-
40 for intimate long-term 
relationship. Children are 
welcome, photo appreciated. PO 
Box 4714, DTS, Portland, ME, 
04112 
GWM 21, handsome, athletic, 
healthy, 180, masculine and 
straight appearing . Seeks 
sincere and honest 25-45. Likes 
to workout, loves 1he outdoors, 
travel, wants to please the all-
American male. Respond now. 
CBW Box 622 
WICKED NICE GUY, 49, warm, 
affectionate, easy to be with, 
seeks nice lady to share 
friendship, romance, hugs. All 
answered. PO Box 5017, 
Portland. ME, 04101 
GWM 3Ii looking for discreet and 
safe friendship. Into music, 
books, old movies, walks, 
af1Bmooo lunches and whatewr 
else happens. For 25 cents this is 
a bargain. CBW Box 627. 
AITRACTIVE GWM 27, 6-1, 
190. masculine buld, dark hair. 
beard, moustache, sincere, 
honest, caring, enjoys outdoors, 
physical fitness, warm fireplaces 
and intimate times, looking for 
GWM 27-40 who's sincere, 
honest, good-looking, likes 
keeping in shape and who will be 
true. Reply now please, photo 
helpful bIIt will answer all. CBW 
Box 623. 
TO MY MERCHAIT Marine. 
Helping you thaw out has been 1he 
best time of my life, but 1he best 
is yet to come. Thank you for 
wanting me to be yuur wife. I wil 
make you the happiest husband il 
the world. I LOVE YOU BABE!!! 
ARE YOO a 35-35 Year Old Man 
- honest, educated, down 10 
earth? Do you enjoy music. 
theater, the outdoors and inner 
space? Do you think life's an 
adventure thats better shared? 
This attractive DWF has your 
ticket. CBW Box 628 
DFW 41 Backrup specialist seeks 
strong, healthy male to practice 
on. If interested, write and tell 
me, in 25 words of less, why I 
should massage your back. 
DSessccrriptive info and a 
picbJre (of your shoulders) would 
be appreciated. Send phone 
number to CBW Box 622. 
SWF 28, 5'1" 125 Attractive 
does have a brain, independent, 
down to earth, romanntic lady. 
The dating scene is tuming my 
brown eyes blue. Searching for 
mate with a sense of humor, 
professional, intelligent and 
romantic. Enjoys going out to 
dinner, dancing, movies, etc. and 
sometimes just staying home 
cuddled up in fronl of the tv. If 
you gotten your act together and 
are looking for the special lady to 
share it with, lets get together. 
PIlone and photo. CBW 623 
ATTRACTIVE MARRIED white 
couple 27 and 33 new to area 
very clean and discreet. Enjoy 
inlimate times, videos and 
outdoors. Seeking olher white 
couples with same interest. 
Please send photo and SASE for 
a quick reply. CBW 625. 
MWF seeks company of BIWF. I 
am 20 5'3' and 1151bs. I am very 
discreet and looking for the 
same. Please send reply with 
photo and retum address. CBW 
Box 626. 
r: 51 t I iI·ria i'J [if_ 
DO YOU EIIJOY Billy Joel? Do you r-----------------..., I"'_-.-____ -::-;~---------, 
value honesty, openess and being ) r~'  
accepted 'Just the W3¥ you are'? "-~~ ""-
Are you a single male age 25-34 .. -----. ( ~ ~ 
who eril1tS dancing, the outdoors, ) ,- ~ -- . _ 
and in-depth comersation? Do you '""--- _ I ;~ 
hope for a relationship to begin as "=--.......... --"""'._ 
friends with the possibility of '-.....--.;:.:----=. __ .•. _ 
growing? Then this professional ~ ---.;,;; 
26 year old SWF has been waiting ~
to meet you for 'The longest time'. DWF 41 backrub specialist seeks strong .. \\\ Don't be a 'Stranger'! Write to healthy male to practice on. If interested, 
CBW Box 603 write and tell me, in 25 words or less, why 
THIS MAY BE the last worthless I should massage your back. Descriptive 
evening you will have to spend. info and photo (of your shoulders) would 
Attractive, intelligent SWM-33, 5- be appreciated. Send phone number to 
11,160, seeking a special female CBW~ox622 
v.t1o wil knock my sock<; 011. No, I'm 
not into S&M. Just a stranger to 
the Portland area who is seeking 
friendship atlhe very least. I like 
large dogs, small cats, big 
comfotable sweat shirls, stormy 
nights, warm fireplaces, Italian 1 ___________________ .1 
When was the last time you met 
someone who blew you away? 
Don't leave it to chance. Let us introduce you to 
someone special. Selectively. Thoughtfully. Cheerfully. 
Being single in Maine can 'Ilie 'Itrsonaf 
be fun again. Why wait ~.c 
any longer? call .lilUCn 
The Personallbuch. 
31 ExdldngC St., Portland. ME 04101 
773·1688 food and good wine. You? CBW B x~ L-________________________________ ~ 
MWM 21, alienated and 
unfulfilled. Would like to develop 
multi-faceted relationship with 
MIIlF 28-48 for mutual support 
and development CBW Box 6C6 
GWM 42, 5-., good-looking, 
masculine and straight appearing 
seeks sincere and honest GM 20-
40. I enjoy quiet times, dining out 
and hiking. Not into drugs and not 
promiscuous. Looking for same v.t1o 
wants to develop a sincere and 
fulfilling relationship. CBW Box 
606 
F YOU ARE a 3O-4Oish MW or in 
transition and are read ina this, 
then maybe you also discready 
seek a relationship that 
powerfully challenges and 
captures that passion called life. 
I am 40 1.4 with wit, spirit, good 
looks and taste. CBW 624. 
SWM -32, tall, witty, English 
Ie<rlier looking for open-minded SF 
25-40. I'm into photography, 
cooking, racquetball, folk music. 
CBW Box 575. 
SWF 26, cheerful, green-eyed, 
brown-haired nurse. Seeks older 
man for semi-senous relationship. I 
like dancing, hiking, trying new 
things, non-smoker preferred . 
CBW Box 610. 
COUPLE WANTED by straight, 
white, married, traveling 
businessman, late 305, who visits 
Portland weekly. Tired of dinner 
alone and lonely nights at motel. 
Dislike bar scene and one night 
stands. Seek warm relationship 
with she who is attractive and he 
who is understanding about 
sharing. CBW Box 621. 
DWF, 5 .... slightly overweight, 
seeks S or DWM for friendship, 
fun, and possibly more. My 
interests include long drives to 
nowhere and walking on 1he beach 
listening to the ocean. Ally of this 
sound ilteresting? Send photo and 
neressary info to CBW Box 620 
MWM professional, early 50s, non-
smoker, varied interests inckJding 
the arls, travel and the outdoors, 
sense of ilimor, would like to meet 
positive, intelligent woman. CBW 
Box 619 
SWM 28-this attractive, blue-
eyed professional is sinply looking 
for an attractive lady who's 
sincere, stable and interested in 
life's finer qualities. Let's share 
some laughs. Send photo if 
possible and phone number. CBW 
DWM 31, Bath area, seeks fun 
loving yet sensitive lady, 25-35, 
for friendship and maybe more. 
Inlerest il kayaking, skiing, music 
and dancing helpful, but more 
important the willigness to try new 
things and desire to share those 
special quiet moments. Openness, 
honesty and caring are musts, along 
with the desire first and foremost 
to be a friend. Those here today 
and gone tomorrow need not 
respond . CBW Box 617 
GWM 32, 5-11. 180, handsome, 
lonely, IWII-built, athletic, sensiWe 
type. Seeks other Bi or Gay studs, 
18-32 for friendship, maybe 
romance, no fats or fems please. 
Send photo and phone for quick, 
guaranteed response. Discreet and 
honest, all races welcome. CBW 
Box 616 
WHAT A DEAl! For only the cost 
of an ordinary postage stamp 
(.25) you could get a date with this 
fun, athletic, mid-twenties male. 
You must be female (main 
requirement). Limited offer, 
respond now! PIloto appreciated. 
CBW Box 563 
IIITELLIGENT PROFESSIONAL 
attractive fun~oving DWF early 
thirties seeks gentleman 35-55 
with like qualities for dining out, 
concerts, sleigh rides and 
adventure. Lets start the New 
Year together! Write me about 
yourself and include your phone 
nll11ber please. CBW Box 564 
SWM 28, interested in meeting an 
attractive, slightly old-fashioned 
lady with a sense of humor, 22-32. 
I'm an ambitious professional, 
handsome, intelligent, and 
compassionate. I'm filness mirded 
with other varied interests. Lets 
start something new in the nineties! 
Please respond with phone and 
photo. CBW Box 602 
MW COUPlE looking to expand 
their circle of friends with other 
Earthlings, married or single, for 
social activities and personal 
enjoyment. Couch potatoes 
welcome. CBW Box 615 
IF YOO ARE a 30-40ish MW or in 
transition and are reading this, 
then IIli)b! you also discreatly seek 
a relationship that powerfully 
MWM<i0-,£ 
Compatibles 
"The Dating Service That Cares" 
You've seen me on Donahue al,d U.S.A. Today . 
As the oldest dating service in I\ .E., we have 
introduced thousands of singles with caring 
concern and affordable rates. \X'hy not you? 
We're not just another 
dating service. 
We're Compatibles. 






Always imitated but never equaled. 
E CLASSIFIED ~ CHARGE VISA • BY. .. . ....... , PHONE 
775-6601 '-----.../ 
challenges and captures that L. __________________ -' 
passion called ~fe. I am 40 1.4 with 
wit, spirit, good looks and taste. 
CBW 624. 
Classified ads must be paid for In ad-
vance. We accept cash, personal checks, 
money orders, VISA and MASTERCARD. 
ConsuH Ihe RATES in the coupon to deter-
mine the cost of your ed. FOUND Hems are 
listedfreeasapubllcservlce.DEAOUNEfor 
all types of classified advertising Is Monday 
at 12:00 noon for the following Thursday's 
edttlon. Ads received after the deadline win 
be run starting with the next Issue. CBW will 
not print ads that seek to buy or sell sexual 
servfces for money 01' goods, or ads with 
purely sexual content. CBW will not plint ful 
names, slreel addresses or phone numbers 
In the PERSON TO PERSON section. 
PERSON TO PERSON advertisers MUST e1-
Iher provide a Post OffIce Box number In 
Ihelr ad or use the CBW BOX SERVICE (rate 
information In I>D FORM). All Information 
pertaining to PERSON TO PERSON adver-
tisers is kept strtctly confidential. Casco Bay 
Weekly reserves Ihe right to categorize. 
refuse or edtt ads due 10 Inappropriate con-
tent, etc. CBW shall not be liable for errors of 
omissions In, or a failure to Insert, any edver-
tisement for which tt may be responsible, 
~yond actual space occupied by the ad in 
vmlch error, omission or fallure to Insert oc-
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bod & soul 
METAPHYSICAl. Readings lrom a 
spiritual perspective oller insight 
and pr.teIicaJ application regarding 
your current energy lield, lile 
lessons, past lives, personal 
symbols and archtypes. Tarot 
readings also avail-able, call Regna 
at 729-0241. 
IMPERATIVES OF THE HEART, 
authenticity and vocation. 
Weekend workshop Jan. 20-21, 
1990, lor information call Dwinell 
and Hal, 799-1024. 
Keith Hintz, 774-3013. 
REIKI HEALlIIG: let this 
Japanese energy balancing 
technique relieve your holiday 
stress and pain, leaving you 
mentally clear, renewed, revitalized 
and feeling great. Call Kristen 
Erico, 2nd degree Practitioner, 
773-1346. 
IIEUROCYCLING puts standard 
hypnosis in the Darte Ages. This is 
no stage show or New-1IQe fad. Its 
real and it worlcs! Turn negative 
thoughts into personal power. QLit 
smoking to Self-healing. For more 
info and a complete isting of se~­
hypnosis tapes send $1 
(refundable) to Ron Todd CHT, 12 
Union St Aubum, ME 04210. 
WANTED; 65 people to lose up to 
301bs in 30 days for under $100. 
Dr. Recomended, 100% 
guaranteed, call Mon-Fri lOam to 
6pm,774-8784 
FREE PERSONALITY TEST Your 
personality determines your 
happiness. Know why? Call 
Dianetics Hotline, 1-800-For Truth 
or HlOO-367 -8788 
SNGLE WOMEII interested in 
forming a self-starting support 
group, Portland area, please send 
ideas and phone to CBW Box 613 
ASTROLOGY and TAROT card 
readings. Call for an appointment, 
Judith, 846-0606 or 934-1108. 
IIOENERG£TIC Core energetic 
exercise class. Through dynamic 
exercises we can leel better, 
express feelings, become more 
flexible, revitalize our chakras, love 
our physical selves, open to our 
higher selves. Eves. 6:30-800 pm, 
8 sessions $120. Pam Chubbuck, 
MA, CST, lCSW. 846-0800. 
WANTED! Persons interested in 
DianeticslScientology. Familiarity 
with subject a must, interested in 
meeting discussion and possible 
exchange of booIIs. Intention is not 
for profit, just further 
exploration. caw Box 630 
TRANSFORMATIONAL travel to 
Bali, Indonesia. Next departure, 
March or April, again in June. Live 
in typical Balinese housing, volcanic 
mountain hikes, jungle walks, 
museums, visit local artists, 
gourmet native cuisine. Can today, 
846-9038. 
SPIRITUALITY III RECOVERY 
4 weekly sessions using 
alfinnations visualizations and the 
tarot to enhance the se~ in the 
spiritual phase of recovery. 
Available January 18th, call for 
infonnation. 775-2233. 
MEDITATION fN EVERYDAY life. 
Meditatation is a way of resting 
the mind, opening the heart and 
creating hannony in daily I~e. Frve 
tuesdays, beginning Jan. 23, 7:15 
pm in Yarmouth. Call Canoll Dunn 
at 846-0764 after 6. Cost $ 
30.00 
MAIlE YOUR New Year's 
resolution a permanent one. Do 
bandaids and jury-rigs sound 
familiar? Make a resokJtion to step 
off the treadmill of short-term 
solutions. learn to effectively 
resow. conftcts and diminish chaos 
by leaming more about you. Make 
your goal for the new year and the 
new decade a happier and more 
confident you. For groups and 
individual counselino can 772-6892. 
NEW YEAR'S RESOLUTION? 
Learn self-hypnosis 
for habit change (smoking, etc_>, 
stress relief, and creative personal growth, 
Eliot Cherry, R. Hy. 
Certified Hypnotherapist 
772-2442, free brochure 
FITNESS INITIATIVES 
BUSINESS CLOSEOUT 
Fitness & Medicil Egui~menl 
FOR SALE 
1987 Pararoounl SST 5/& 
Bu"alo Modl .. t Porta.t. 
Slandin~ Sphyqroomanomatar 
Smedley an'lll,"p Dynarooma .. r 
wll ... 
0"1 .. Eqijlpmanl 





CASCO BAY MONTESSORf will 
be ollering an Arts & Crafts time 
designed for the young child ages 
3-7. The class time will be 3:30-
5:30, M-F, v.ith flexible scheduling. 
Early arrivals at 3:00 will be 
welcomed. The class time will be 
~mited to 12 children and will focus 
on seasonal themes. Snacks wil be 
provided. Call 799-2400 for more 
info. 
musIc 
PIANO LESSONS with NY-trained 
pianisticomposer Eliott Cherry. 
All ages and levels. looking 
forward to the smile on yrurchilds 
face! Adults welcome. Call 772-
2442. 
MUSIC EDUCATION will come to 
studenfs home and teach beginl1ers 
of all ages in piano keyboards and 
rhythm inst. Call Sandy 772-
5636, Ieaw message. 
PROFESSfONAL FLUTIST has 
openings for new students. Call 
874-2455 and leave a message 













C. WAITE MACLIN 
M.DIV. 
SATURDAY 
JAHUARY 27, 1990 
For mo,. In'ormallon can 
773-1314 
orw~l. 
PO Box 1259 
Portland ME 04104 
UP TO $339_84 per week 
assembing our products at home. 
Recorded message reveais details, 
ext. 304, 1-603-895-9588. 
LOST X-COUNTRY SKIS, 
between OOB and S. Portland on 
Rtl, 12-28, call 767-5725. 
LOST male neutered gray tiger 
w/white chest, front legs. Has 
very unique tail, lost 12-26 in 
Munjoy-East Prom area. Answers 
10 Benjamin. Reward! Call 871-
7515 or 772-5188. 
DO 
YOU 
• GIVE MASSAGES? 
• REPAIR CARS? 
• PULL TEETH? 
• DEAL ANTIQUES? 
Choose Casco Bay 
Weekly as a vehicle for 
delivering the message 
about your business 
to the Porttand area's 
most active readers. 
Our readers want quality 
service and profeSSionals 
they can trust. Help then 
find you in the CBW 
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Specializing In demonstrative 
evidence and images for all 
phases 01 civil I,tlgation. 









STlllfO 132 Patte ry lessons ana 
space rental. Wheels slab power 
extruder and kiln available lessons 
include teaching sessions, practice 
time and materials small classes 
references available. Call Lisa 
772-4334 or 879-0432. 
THEATER CLASSES at Mad Horse 
Theater. A spontaneous discovery 
of self-expression using dramatic 
mO'l8ment, improvisation, gesture, 
mime and other theater exercises. 
Students will create theater 
vignettes based on personal 
experience, imagery, and writings. 
For beginners and others . 
Directed by Frans Rijnbout, who 
has taught at NYU and at the 
University of Winnipeg. 6 Tuesday 
evenings 7:00-8:30 slarting 
January 30th. $60. Call 879-
0882. 
LIFE DRAWtNG CLASSES with 
Greg Parker. Open to students at 
various levels. Wed. eves. 6:30-
9:30 or Sat morn. 9:30-12:30 in 
my studio at 317 Cumberfand Ave, 
Portland. 6 weeks, $125, model 
fees included. Start Jan. 24 or 
Jan. 27. Call 774-0751 lor info. 
PHOTOGRAPHY 
COURSE 
The att 01 color photography 
An 8 week course 
In color slide phorO(lraphy. 
Evening classes w~h 
Charles Stein hacker, 
noted landscape and 
arcMectural photographer. 
Winter course begins Jan. 8 
at Farevergreen Farm, 
N. Yarmouth. -
Call 829-5830 
for more information . 
fNCOME TAXES PREPARED at 
reasonable rates. Accurate, 
prompt, personal service. 
Electronic filing for quick refund 
lree before Feb. 28. For free 
estimate or appointment call John 
Hudson at 772-1199, 7AM to 
10 PM, 7 days a v.eeI<. 
NO NONSENSE WAY to $500 a 
day! Send $1 and SASE to LA 
Associates, PO Box 1009, 
Brunswid<, ME, 0401l 
BOOKKEEPtNG , accounting, and 
tax preparation for businesses and 
individuals. High caliber work, 16 
years experience, reasonable rates. 
SM Accounting Services, 797-
4510 
COLLEGE STUDENT with truck 
available to do odd job; and moving. 
Very handy and can fix most 
anything. ExceMent references, call 
anytime, night or day, 774-2159, 
leave message. 
ArREN'T YOU READY for the 
lUXUry of having an expert clean 
your home lor you? Call the 
Housecleaning Queen. Thorough, 
trustworthy, and very good. 
References available .. 761-4061 
anytine. 
FURNITURE RESTORED by hand. 
Hand stripping , repair and 
refinish bY ex-High School shop 
teacher. Chairs start at $15. 
Free pick-up and delivery in 
Portland Area. 878-2312, leave 
message. 
TIRED OF LOOSE TfLES around 
the tub' or floor? Call Me! 
Experienced in new or repair tile, 
mosaic and quarry. Experienced 
v.ilh references. 878-2312. Leave 
Mlssage. 
TAX PREPARATfON - faster 
refunds. For business & 
Individuals. Frie electronically and 
save weeks of waiting! File now. 
Very competitive rates. 
DRESDEN CONSULTING 
CROUP. Business & Management 
Consultants. 737-4333 leave 
message. 
QUALITY BODYWORK at very 
reasonable rates. 10 years 
experience, call for free estimate. 
Also haul junk cars. Light 
rnechanicaJ work, brake and exhaust 
work, small engine repair. 655-
5277 
CLEANfNG HOME-OFFICE or 
condo. 'Nobody likes to hear 
about the company dirt' - Ecept 
us!! Casco Bay Services ... let us 
hear about your dirt. Common 
areas, work areas, storage areas. 
Call 879-7049. 
GLAD RAGS - Want your house 
spotless v.tlen you come home from 
work? Well known Portland 
business woman will clean it for 
you. If you are not satisfied you 
won't have to pay. Travel time 
included in hourly rate. For mote 
infor call 772-8784-1 will also do 
small commercial. 
FREE! FREE! FREE! Junk car 
removal, any condition. Call 7 days 
a week, 9am - 9pm. Call 773-
6878. 
H 0 USE IE E PIN G I am a 
hardworteing person able to clean 
weekly or bi-weekly. I also do 
services just by the job. I am 
thoroough reliable and have 
reasonable rates. Good refeences. 
Call Lisa at 774-9338. 
APPLE MAC 512-E goo d 
condition, $600 or best, also MIDI 
Interlace for Mac or Apple II GS, 
still in box, call 879-7048, leave 
rress<Q! 
ELECTRIC GUITAR like new, 
series 10, locking tremola, 5-way 
switch, 3 pickups, stand. Crate G-
20 amp, 60 watts, RMS, hardshell 
case, Strata caster style, $400 
firm. 773-7533 
MUSIC MAN guitar amp, 2-
channel, new tubes, 12' Celestian 
speakers, great condition. $350 or 
best oller, call Phil at 773-5032 
DIAMOND RING antique filigree 
v.i1ite gokJ, possible engagement or 
dinner ring, $425. Call Lee at 761-
6688. 
MilLER WELDER Rough-neck 2-
E, with 16 HP Tecumsah engine. 
50ft leads, heavy-duty cart, $950 
or best oller. 883-3962 days or 
883-6496 eves. 
USED OFFICE FURN_ folding 
tables, drafting tables, Fax, 
phones, calculator, chairs, 
intercoms, etc. 883-3962 days or 
883-6496 eves. 
USED POWER TOOLS drills, 
skilsaws, table saws, grinders, 
sanders, etc. Call 883-3962 days 
or 883-6496 eves. 
SKIS· Rossignal 4M. New in 89, 
used twice. length 203cm. 
Salomon 957 bindings. $600 value, 
will sell lor $495, call 657-4312. 
roomma es 
TWO IN YARMOUTH (1 M, 1 F) 
seek 3rd for clean, sunny, usually 
quiet apt. Share kitchen, laundry, 
lR and bath. No pets, smokers, or 
over~ndulgers. Prefer progres-
sive types but anyone intelligent 
and considerate v.il do. $245 plus. 
846-6667. 
ROOMMATES, MIF or couple 
possible, sought for very pleasant 
and commodious West End apt. 
Rent is reasonable. 774-1597 
eves. orweekends. 
MJF ROOMMATE wanted to share 
comfortable home in Westbrook. 2 
BR, WID, cable. ShoukJ be willing 
to share responsibilities of renting 
a house. Very quiet and clean. 
$275 plus utils and dep. CaR Scott 
eves. and weekends 854-5426, 
770-7007 days. 
HOUSEMATE M/F Portland, non-
smoker lor 3-BR recovery 
household. Quiet Deering High 
neighborhood, laundry, parking, 
$250 per mo. plus phone, heat 
included,772-3058. 
F SEEKS M/F to share 2-BR 
sunny, sea-'JiewapL on MlJjoy Hit. 
Newly renovated and clean, 
beautiful even' $250 month, cheap 
heat plus utils, non-smoker 
preferred. Call 772-4004 eves or 
773-8223 days. Avail. immed. 
FEMALE roommate wanted to 
share 3-BR apt. i block from 
Eastern Prom. Sunny, HW flrs, Ig. 
kitchen, porch and small yard. 
Driveway. $185 plus third utils. 
879-0519 after 6. Feb. 1. 
GENTLEMAN interested in 
meeting single person for 
house/apt. sharing. Mature, neat, 
considerate, responsible. 775-
0632 
ROOM FOIl RENT, 8 St Lawrence 
St WfW, utils, heat and phone 
nc, cable and phone jacks in room. 
$75 per week, one weeks security. 
761 -9494 
BEAUTIFUL WATER VIEWS from 
this East End 2 BR, skylights, 
WfW, huge yard, parteing, $595 
plus. Also, sunny 1 BR, $435 plus. 
Pets welcome, 772-4334 or 879-
0432. References requested . 
CHEM FREE Home In Yannoum 
(RT 88) High wooded ridge. 
Private entrance wood stO'18 18' x 
30' room. $300 includes everything 
but the phone 846-9038. 
WOMAN WANTED to share large 
sunny eastem prom. apt.. Hard 
wood loors and wood stOlle heat 
Non-smoker please $260 plus 112 
utilities. Available Feb. 1st. 761-
0421. 
BAXTER BLVD_ area-beautiful 
place with parteing. Professional 
person, non-5l1101<i1g, no pets, lots 
of privacy. Sharing but like living 
alone. Call anytime. 774-0852 
FEMALE roommate non-smoker, 
$325 inc. all. Close to 295 & 
Baxter Blvd. No pets, WID DIW, 
secure bldg. Parteing, chem-free 
persons only. I have cat. 773-
4544. 
8M 29 non-smoking professional 
seeks similar to share 2 SR condo 
near Maine Med. featuring 
fireplace, tin ceilings, pocket 
doors. Your room with built in 
bookcase, bay v.indow. $275 plus. 
729-2967. 
PROFESSIONAL FEMALE 
wanted Feb. 1 for cor.} 2 BR apt. 
with laundry, parf<ig, on Muojoy HiD. 
$250 per month 
M/F to share large apt. with yard, 
garage, wltwo males. Non-
smokers, near Osteopathic 
Hospital, $233 per mo. plus third 
utils. 774-9281, keeo trvino 
FEMALE quiet non-smoking, shem-
free, roommate wanted to share 2 
bedroom apt on West Street with 
25 yr. old . Rent $287.50 plus 
electricity. Heat and hot water 
included. Avail. Now. 761-9547. 
& ST LAWRENCE ST_ lsr floor, 
lR, kitchen, 2-BR, bath, $450 
per plus utils. 772-7059. after 5, 
772-5320, ask for Chong. 
OLD PORT ARMS 
56 EXCHANGE STREET 
PORTLAND, MAINE 
Quaint, spacious, one-bedroom apartments 
available in a variety of styles, including 
loft with ocean view, two-level with fire-
place_ OUf uniquely stylish apartments are 
located in the heart of the Old Port Rents 
range from $450 to $525/month plus utilities. 
For an appointment call Spectrum Inc. 
weekday mornings at 797-0223. 
... Spectrum Inc. 
BEfGE SECTIONAL sofa with 
queen size sleeper, and teak 
enlertainment center. $750 for 
both or best oller. 985-7278. 
MOVING SALE seeling everything! 
This End Up living room set $350, 
desk $150, Papason chair $100, 
full scuba gear, like new, $800. 
Call Peter at 761 -1 734. 
MAC SE 1 Meg RAM120 H 0 with 
standard keyboard. Upgrading to 
SE/30 . Excellent condition . 
Hypercard, system 6.02, 
shareware and freeware. $2250 or 
best oller. Call Rich at 772-4400 
AT&T MERLlII System, control 
unit M-206, equipped Hnes, and 
5 phones 7302 hold with 4-line 
capacity and intercom. Purchased 
new in Jan.-85 for $2165, now 
ollered at $1200. Call 773-7442 
aftemoons until6PM. 
PRO FORM TREADMI.L running 
or walking up to 9 mph. used 4 
months, originally $1000, will 
sacrifice for $650 or BlO. 773-
0749 eves, leave message. 
READY TO FLY! Red Hawk 
ultralight, enclosed cockp~, push-
button start, full ailerons and 
flaps. On wheels, with floats. 
$6500 or best oller. Catamaran 
v.ith new trampoline and roller-
reefing jib, $1400. 799-4305. 
UFECYCLE -winters coming, keep 
fit in the comlort of your home. 
Great Christmas gift. New, 
$1650, asking $1200. Call Frank 
at 775-4482. 
11 FT, SEBAGO Suncraft 
inbd/outbd Volvo Penta. 4 cyl, 
tv.in carb, solid boat, needs minor 
work. $1000 firm Call 883-1473 
be"""n lOam to8pm 
QUEEN SIZE waterbed with 
mirrored headboardibookcase. Six 
drawers in base. Complete with 
heater, mattress, padded frame. 
$350 or best oller. 846-9583 
REFRIGERATOR 13 cubic ft. 
almond Kelvinator, 9 years old, 
clean and in good shape except for 
freezer door problem, good second 
or camp refrigerator. $50, please 
call 774-5910 days. 
SOLOFLEX weight machine. 
Includes Ieg- and f1y-machine. The 
total at home worteout. Its been 
used but not abused. Asking $900, 
Ieaw message at 799-
2119. 
OKIDATA Microline 393 printer, 
top of the line. Software, extra 
fonts, and ribbons. Cost $1400, 
tested but never used, $850. Call 
846-3397. 
ORENTAL RUG Authentic, new, 
beautiful hand-wa.ten Kashmir rug. 
Pure wool. 6'x4', similar ones retail 
for $1700, bargain priced at 
$850. MustseU, 773-7988. 
SOllY VIDEO camcorder, 8-mm, 
many extras, perfect condition, 
$600 or best oller, call 725-3310 
or 725-9494 eves. 
I 
VEGETARIAII . ROOMATE lor 2 
bedroom apt. in Scarbooroough 
near beaches. No Cigs. Good Dog 
ok. $200 plus haH the usual stull. 
Call for other infor. 883-0155. 
TWO WOMEN AND CAT seeking 
third woman age 30-40 to share 
spacious, homey first floor 
apartment near Back Cove. 
Peaceful atmosphere, yard, huge 
kitchen, your own bathroom. 
Responsible prolessional 
preferred, non-smoker, health 
consdous. Avalable immediately or 
Feb. 1st. $255.00 pluss utilities. 
774-4103. 
GM SEEKS MIF/ roommate to 
share 2 bedroom near U.S.M. 
$260. mono plus hall utilities. 
Avail. Feb 1. 772-7724. 
ROOMMATE needed for 4 
bedroom house in Cape Elizebeth. 
Short commute to Portland $220 
per monthj plus utilities, W&D, 
parteing, mustike dogs. Call 799- -
2634 anytime. 
M/F ROOMMATE to share 3 
bedroom Victorian Apt. Vaughn 
St. non-smoker, large bedroom 
with view washldry, prefer 
polliitical & musical tastes $233 
inc/util. Kris 775-0356. 
FEMALE, 23 SEEKS MJF to share 
2 bedroom sunny sea view 
apartment on Munjoy Hill. Ney,iy 
renovated and clean. $250 cheap 
heat and utilities; Non-smoker -' 
preferred. Call 772-4004 
evenings or 773-8223 days. Avai. 
irnmed~ly. 
ROOMMATE WANTED to share 
wann comfortable two bedroom 
apt . in West End $265.00 mono 
includes utilities and parteing. 775-
0790. Please 1ea'18 message. 
NON-SMOKER Female preferred, 
must love cats. Brackett Street. 
Available January 10th. 774-4536 
after 6:00 pm. 
SUNNY N_ DEERtNG townhouse 
with many extras and special 
touches. 2 BR, 1.5 baths, WID, 
DfW, microwave, atrium doors to 
deck. Just reduced to $83,900, 
878-2260 eves & wknds, or leave 
message. 
t: .::::; 
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EXEC SECRETARY Walnut Desk _ 
refinished $225.00 . 1880 , 
Smith American VICtOrian Walnut 
pump organ v.ith lamps and stool 
$575.00 5 oak stralghback chairs 
$18.00 each 878-2312. leave 
Mlssage. 
Epsea EII1II1 00 plus typewriter. 
Newcost$I00,oneyear aid $110. 
Air compressor 1 1/2 H.P. - _ 
$200.00 Timing light brand new 
25.00. Ray Ban sunglasses aviator 
style $25 each 854-8603 leave 
message please. 
OFFICE SALE two line phones 
great design black shell-3 units- -
$75.00 ea. phone. Answering 
machine w/beeper $50.00. 
Typewriter with memory/Disp 
Sharp ZX-405 $450.00 and More. 
Call 773-8545. 
KING SIZE WATERBED for sale; 
one inch thick solid oak trame with 
huge ~-moon heatJoartf. QJe-d-
a-kind! $350 or best offer. 871-
1m, Ieaw message n not home. 
EZ SKI 
RENTALS 





1171 CHEW PICKUP 1981 VW RABBIT 4-dr, 99,800 1 171 flIIIII FAIIMONTwagon, 4-
V-8, 70 K, New Mexico truck, runs miles, $800. Call 761-9450 after spd, 4-cyt, good transportation. 
great, must sell soon. $1500. or 6:30. $695 or best offer. Step-up QH 
best oller, 774-0692 or 775- 1187 FORD F-350 1-Ion truck'Mth trailer, good condition, $900 or 
7926 ask for Erik. stake bed. Transferable life-time best oller. 929-6956. 
TOYOTA Pickup 1984 Highway rust-prool warranty. 30,000 1175 DODGE DART slant six, 4-
miles, well-maintained. Cap miles, $12,500, call 874-8529 M-F dr, new battery, and snow tires. 
siders, aluminum v.ileeIs,. $35()().' or787-2187 niltJts or v.eek ends. Runs great, ready for winter, 
or best oller. 772-3258. 11.. TOYOTA 4x2 excellent recent sticker, solid body, very 
1182 SUBARU sedan-red 4-dr condition. 14,000 miles, Brahma reliable transportation. Asking 
PW, PS, PB, AC, som~ rusi Cap, slide v.indows, rust-proofing, $650, call Rob at 767-5700 days 
129,000 miles, $1000 or best' AM-FM stereo, asking $7200. or 773-0886 eves. 
oller. Must sell, 865-3433. Don, 839-4567 eves. please. 71 VW RAIIIT diesel, impeccable 
1l1li5 FORD RAIIIlER with cap, 5- 74 PLYMOUTH 2-d, hardtop S- maintenance record, near mint 
speed, 4-cyt, $1650 or best oller. 6, low miles, 55k, Inspection condition, cloth interior, 4-dr, 4-
772-7880. sticker, body excellent inside and spd, AM-FM cassette with 
VOLVO ,.&5 122 2-dr nice ou~ new battery and tires, torsion equalizer, luggage rack, optional 
condition, 2-1itre, dual ~rb, 4- bar needs welding. Best offer winter tires & rims, incredibly 
spd, sport exhaust. $2500 or best 774-6571. ' clean. Avg 45 mpg, $1495 firm. 
oller. 637-2384. 1181 FORD PROlE GT Turbo. 784-2739. 
CHOICE 1184 Celebrity SfW. ~ with &Wry option i1cJlXing 1187F0IID BRONCO, exC. cond., 
Newly rebuilt engine, 981<, $2600. CD player, red v.ith red interior. power package, cruise control, 
82 Dodge 400 82K, $1600. Both Must sell, buying house. Call Dom running boards with lights, tire 
cars weU-maintained, good shape at 774-5626 or 865-3058 rack, AlC, 36k, $13000, 829-
inside and out. Make oilers 777- 1!1as SUI 9OO-s 4-1100r, 5- 3297 eves. 
6904. 'speed,sun-roof,airconditioning. 1984 HONDA CAX 5-spd blue 
1987 JEE.' COMANCHE 4-cyt, 4- AP:A-FM ~Iarion Cassette, 68 K AM-FM cassette stereo, alloy' 
wheel dnve sport truck. Power mrles, CIU.rse control, heated seals, v.tleeIs, Bosch fog ights, new tires 
steering, power brakes, AM-FM, all electrrc, fog lights. Excellent. and exhaust excellent condition 
black, moderate highway miles, condition, $7900. 774-0004 highway mi'les, $3000. 1-929: 
never plOWed, good condition. 77 AMC HORIIET wagon, good 6603, Ieaw message. 
Good deal at $6000. Call 772- sticker, runs well, a true classic! 82 VOLVO WAGOI overdrive 
5304. $350, call 883-1473. . 88k, runs good, body great, askinQ 
198& SUBARU, excellent 1984 MERCURY Grand MarquIS $4600 or best oller. Call late, 
condition, AM-FM cassette, LS, loaded, 46k, new muffler & 774-0435. 
sunroof, 38,000 miles, selling for shacks, excellent condition. $5500 82 PEUGEOT &04 Turbo diesel 
$3600, far below whaf you'd pay or best oller, 773-2577. excellent condition, powe; 
on a car lot Compare at $5000. SCIIOOLIUS for sale. Ideal spare windows, sunroof, and locking 
879-7037 eves. route bus, church bus or camper system. $5400 negotiable. 774-
19as MAZDA AX-7 GS model. conversion. Seats 28 kids or 17 1343. 
Immaculate finish, AC, PB, PS. adults, $1750. Call Marte at 774- 1984 HOIIDA CRX blue 5-spd AM-
Black with grey velour. A fun car to 5721 days or 773-3854 eves. FM cassette stereo, alloy wheels, 
drive. Below book at $5975.878- 1980 VW SCIROCCO 4-spd, Bosch fog-lights, new tires and 
2312. 103k, 2 new radials, runs well, exhaust. Excellent condition 
117!1 CHEVY CAPRICE Landau some rust. $475. 647-5028 after highway mies, no rust $3000. catl 
roof, 4-dr, AC, cruise, stereo, 6PM. 929-6&)3, leave message. 
new t,res, battery, alt. Good 1988 TOYOTA Tercel, 5-spd, U7!1 DODGE ASPEN good 
condition, v.ith new sticker. $1000 7500 m,les, perf~t condition. condition, power steering, power 
or best oller. 775-6586. Want an automatIC. 879-1869 brakes, lilt steering AlC, AM-FM 
B3 TOYOTA CAMRY U CC, AC, eves. stereo, must sell-best offer. 773-
all power, AM-FM 1185 BUICK RIVIERA fully 6409 nights after 5:30 and 
cassette/equalizer, excellent loaded, excellent condition, call weekends. 
shape, high miles, $2800 or best 879-1869. 1 !l80 CALfFORlfA Corv-ette 
oller. 82 Pontiac Phoenix, 6-cyl, 1987 eX4 SUBARII GL coupe II. white, T-Top, telescope and tilt: 
CC, AM-FM, 77000 miles, blue, 65k, great shape. Asking wheel. Needs interior work good 
excellent shape. $1000 or best $6500, call 797-4673. engine. Campare around, atid bkJe 
oller. Tim, 879-7038 or 770- IF MOTHER TOLD YOU to stop book price. $7000. Call John 
3738. being shiftless, get into gear with 874-0542 ' 
1185 TOYOTA Corolla GTS. 5- this. standard trans. V-6, 1981 1989F-150 XLTLariat SuperCab 
spd, air, sunroof, fun car. $4550 MaI,bu wagon. New sticker, "!ns pickup with air and loaded, 5-spd, 
or best offer. 772-2919 or 773- strong, looks good. $950 shnts 15k mrles bed liner excellent 
8589_ ownership. 657-2454. shape, $10000 or best offer. 883-
IUY YOURSELF a Christmas 1987 OLDS CUTLASS Ciera- 3962 days or 883-6496 after 6 
present. 1972 Chevy pickup, AlC, power windows, AM-FM 1M 
48500 original miles. Must sell stereo, cruise, tilt, car phone 198& SERRA 1500 GMC pickup 
$450.773-9728, leave message. optronal. 58k, excelent condition, pwr sterg & brlcs, stereo, $3soO 
1985 JEEP CJ-l h dt 6 I $5500, call 878-2748. or best oller, 883-3962 days or 
ar op, -oj, 1984 VW JmA 4-dr, 5-spd, 883-6496 after 6 PM. 
40k, AM-FM-cassette, center sunroof, blue cloth interior, fine 
console, summer bikinr top. LooI(s condition, asking $3375. Call 761-
good, runs great, rust-proofed. 2595. messaaes returned 
Must sell, no reasonable oller . 
refused. 871-8293. GTD 
co 
so N! 
Beginning with our 
Feb. 8th issue, folks 
who advertise in our 
Person to Person 
section will have a 
"Voice Mail Box" 
where respondants 
will be able to leave 
a short verbal 
message! It's 
it's easy, and it's 
safe. You'll be 
surprised at how 
inexpensive it is! 





7& oi.DS DnTA 98, automatic, 
PB, PS, AC, no rust, Florida car, 
V-8, 170000 miles, runs great, 
sticker good thru 8-90, asking 
$1100. Can Kevin at 688-4483. 
8& FORD ESCORT, 54k, no rust, 
excellent shape, 4 tires less than 
one year old, AMIFM cassette 
stereo. Good economical 
transportation and selling for less 
than retail value, $2500 or best 
oller. Call 865-4419. 
88 MAZDA &2&, AWM cassette 
stereo, PS, 5-spd, 11k, $8250. 
797-a966. 
1171 ~ MICROBUS --86K, 
New tires, battery, excellent 
condition, no rust, camper insert. 
$1800 or best oller. 773-6615 
1987 CHEVY VAl V-8, SOK, 
good condition, automatic, seats 5. 
2 rear doors sliding door on side. 
$7600. Call 829-5398. 
1984 S1. Pick-up with cap 
exceptional conditionn $3000 or 
best oller. 774-2159. 
198& 414 TOYOTA Pick-up. 
Power steering, Brahma cap, 
lifetime rustproofing, 40,000 
miles. $5,950 or best oller. This 
truck in in fanmtastic shape and 
runs great! One owner. 879-
9028. 
1981 HONDA ACCORD DX 3-11r, 
tilt, cassette, 5-spd, sunroof, 
4Ok, blue, like new, great deal at 
$8000, call 761-4608. 
87 TOYOTA PICfI-UP 2-WD, 
exceller.t condition, Duraliner, 
Trukmate tool box, sun-roof, 
remote alarm, stereo, sliding rear 
windows, step-toe bumpers, oil 
changed religeously, John, 772-
4715 
1983 CHRYSLER LElARON red 
4-11r auto, cruise, 3Ompg, no rust, 
looks great, runs good, well-
maintained, recent sticker. $2200 
or best, 846-4324. 
1984 NfSSAN 300 ZX excellent 
condition. 49k, 5-spd, t-tops, 
loaded, white wltan interior. Will 
cry when I sell. $7900, 774-6489 
eves. 
1985 VOlVO GL wagon, loaded, 
air, auto, leather seats, wine 
wlbeige interior, mint. 5Ok, AM-
FM cassette, call 781-3072 or 
772-?202. $9900. 
87 HONDA ACCORD UI hatch· 
back, excellent shape, AM-FN 
cassette, AC, cruise, pwr v.ind, 
pwr mirr, snow tires, PBlPS, 
$9100, 773-63730r773-1110. 
87 GLI JmA all the extras, 
bright red, sunroof, AC, great 
shape, $7500. or best offer 774-
8066 
84 MERCURY L YIIX Hi g h 
mileage, virtually no rust, new 
brakes. 4 new radials lioht orav 
please call the Goodwins at 761-
7003, eves. 
Subtitles 
Every movie is a foreign film some-
where. See if you can identify these_ 
1) ________ _ 
2) ________ _ 
3) ________ _ 
4) ________ _ 
5) ________ _ 
6) ________ _ 
n ________ _ 
8) ________ _ 
9) ________ _ 
10) ________ _ 
11) ________ _ 
12) ________ _ 
13) ________ _ 
14) ________ _ 
Jan""'Y 11, 1990 23 
15) ________ _ 
16) ________ _ 
1n _________ _ 
Can you solve the Real Puzzle?Ifso, 
there is a $20 gift certificate from Al-
berta's for the first prize winner. A$15 
gift certificate from Green Mountain 
Coffee Roasters awaits the second prize 
winner. Contestants are ineligible to 
winmore thanone prize ina four-week 
span. Only one entry is allowed per 
contestant per week. 
All entries for thls week's Real 
Puzzle must be received by noon, 
Wednesday, January 17_ The solution 
to this week's Real Puzzle will appear 
in the January 25 issue of Casco Bay 
Weekly. Send your only guess to: 
R.al Puzzl. #2 
CaKo aay W_k1y 
187 Clark Str_t 
Portland, Maine 04102 
EINE TOTAL TOTAL VERRUCKTE WELT -COME SPOSARE UN MILIONARIO 
1a soups aux canards 
La que e1 vienta se Uev6 
}tnolf mtbr mittags 
Gli uomini preferiscono 
Ie bionde 
18 Ci81 P8111 IIff8ndr8 
P~"OlO '~/AQ~ 
IflCOflTAI APlVVIClflPlTI (]El TEA20 TIPO 
Plumes de Chelal 
.,aMA&A& 
bit tahak~tral?t 
E.L HALcon mALTEf 
Febbre del sabato sera 
Papa Gamhalunga 
Ich war eine mannliche 
Kriegsbraut 
o 1990 United Feature Syndicate. 







The legs of eight passengers were 
visible beneath the seats. A ninth pas-
senger, the waving child, was visiblein 
the reflection in the window. 
Susan Johnson of Falmouth wins 
first prize for the last puzzle of 1989. A 
very confident contestant, who indi-
cated tousin his entry to "send gift cer-
tificate to David Paris_ •• " does indeed 
win second prize. David is from Port-
land and should be teaching the power 
of positive thlnking. Hey, David, usu-
ally by Tuesday we need to invoke 
such power herB- Do you barter your 
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TONY FOURNIER'S 
OLYMPIC KARATE CENTER · 
5 Bishop Street, Portland, Maine 
797-9000 
As a third degree black belt, Sensei 
Fournier's experience as an outstanding 
martial artist spans nearly 18 years, and such 
far-reaching parts of the globe as Hungary 
and the island nation of Guadeloupe. 
As a rated competitor for the past 12 years, 
he has taken the national championship for 
kata, and the silver medal for free-fighting. 
He has competed as a member of the u.s. 
·SHOTOKAN 
stresses reaching the individual's maxi-
mum of Physical, Mental and Spiritual, 
Growth. 
• BENEFITS 
- Physical Fitness-Aerobic & Anaerobic 
- Self Defense 
- Strong minds as well as strong bodies 
- Self Discipline and Self Respect 
- Self Confidence 
- Increased joint and spinal flexibility 
National Team for five years and has served 
as head coach for the A.A.u. New England 
Team. 
Sensei Fournier brings eight years of teaching 
experience to his classes and a supportive as 
well as challenging atmosphere that will 
encourage you to go beyond what you 
thought were the limits of your physical and 
personal growth. 
Sensei Tony Fournier 
• Trained National Champions 
• Teacher 
• Competitor and Champion 
• 3rd Degree Black Belt 




- KYUSHO JITSU (Pressure Point 
Attack) 
• Lecturer 
C~nvenient classes for men, women and children and morning adult classes; 
at home private lessons available. 
$39.95/month Trial Program 
Includes free uniform and 2 private lessons. 
